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Just everyday things.
Made beautiful by Stevens.
f
Beautiful Things for the Home:
No Iron Stevens Utica'^ "Flower
Patch" sheets always look daisy
fresh. Made of 50% cotton and
50% polyester. The same print
is also available in matching
towels of 100% cotton. The
luxurious Forstmann"' wool
blanket is machine washable.
Stevens sheets are made at the
Clemson Plant, Clemson, S. C.
J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc.
Stevens hosiery
Gulistan^ carpets
JUST EVERYDAY THINGS
FOR THE HOME
MADE BEAUTIFUL BY
Stevens
Official
Program
Published By
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
Edited By
BOB BRADLEY
Director of Sports Information
Assisted By
EARL GAULT
Ass't. Sports Information Director
Represented for National Advertising by SPENCER ADVERTISING AGENCY
271 Madison Avenue New York 16. New York
Photography by Jim Burns, Charles Haralson, Tom Shockley and Bill Osteen of Clemson;
Jim Laughead and Jim Bradley of Dallas, Texas
IMPORTANT
EMERGENCIES: A first aid station is located
under Section A on South side of Stadium.
Trained nurses are on hand all during the game.
Should a doctor be needed, ask any usher. Each
usher has been informed the seat location of doc-
tors. Ambulances are located at Gates 2 and 10.
TELEPHONES: Telephones are located at Sta-
dium Ticket Offices at Gates 1, 5, 9, 11 and 13.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public ad-
dress system is intended primarily for the in-
formation of spectators concerning the game.
Please do not request the use of the public ad-
dress system to make social contacts at the
game.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and men's restrooms are
are located beneath the stands and can be reach-
ed by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or found,
please report same to Gate 1 Information Booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession stands are
located beneath the stands and can be reached
by exit fro many portal. A concession price list
is published on the back page.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls are re-
ceived over the telephone located in the press
box, the number of which is listed with the op-
erator as Press Box, Clemson Memorial Stadium.
NOTICE: Possession or consumption of alco-
holic beverages are prohibited by Act No. 550 of
the General Assembly of South Carolina, 1967,
and rules of the Alcoholic Beverage Control
Commissionn in this stadium and the surround-
ing area. By order of: S. C. Alcoholic Beverage
Control Commission.
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Owned and Operated by former Clemson
Football Players - Joel Wells '57,
Clyde White '56 and Jimmy Wells '54.
Unique is the only word to de-
scribe the Southeast's newest
"up and down" restaurant.
Located on 291 By-Pass in
Greenville, South Carolina, the
Upstairs features fresh seafood
daily for lunch and dinner. The
Downstairs opens at 5:30 except
Sundays for charcoal steaks
prime rib and dancing.
Enjoy fine food under one big
roof. . .and since you like foot-
ball, don't forget to see the
dramatic action photographs in
the Oyster Bar.
Seafood Restaurant and Oyster Bar
South Pleasantburg Drive • 291 By-Pass • Greenville
TRI-W INC. C COPYRIGHT 1961
Clemson Board of Trustees
Life Members
Sen. Edgar A. Brown, President Barnwell
Dr. James F. Byrnes Columbia
Patrick N. Calhoun Charlotte, N. C.
Dr. Robert R. Coker Hartsville
Capt. Frank J. Jervey Clemson
Dr. James C. Self Greenwood
Winchester Smith Williston
Elected Members
L. D. Holmes Johnston
E. Oswald Lightsey Hampton
A. M. Quattlebaum Florence
T. Kenneth Cribb Spartanburg
W. Gordon McCabe, Jr. Greenville
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr. Charleston
Senator Edgar A. Brown, President.
Clemson Board of Trustees
1969 BOARD OF VISITORS
Adm. H. J. Kossler Charleston
Dr. Henry F. Frierson Orangeburg
Thomas A. Evins, Esq. Spartanburg
William B. DePass Rock Hill
Dr. Glenn J. Lawhon, Jr. Hartsville
Stiles Harper Estill
Norman Kirkland Bamberg
Henry M. Herlong Edgefield
James C. Hair Rock Hill
Dr. Edward L. Proctor Conway
W. A. Barnette, Jr. Greenwood
(Hold-over Member)
- South Carolina
BankAmericard.
Take me along!
© BankAfTie'ica Sefvice Corporation. 1958. 1969. •Servicemarks owned and licensed by BankAmerica Servica Corporatto
You... and this Company
have a big job ahead
-
we must check pollution in the South!
All of us . . . individuals, cities, counties,
industry . . . must join in the battle to check
pollution of our streams. If we continue to
foul our supply of water, all of us will suffer.
Realizing this great need, Pomona Pipe
Products has broadened its services in the
sanitation field. In addition to the sanitary
sewer ^ipe which we have been selling for
generations, we now carry a complete line
of other sanitation equipment, such as sew-
age pumping stations, treatment plants,
chlorination equipment, etc.
Our technical staff is ready to help with
all phases of sanitation planning, includ-
ing financing and federal programs. We
welcome an opportunity to be of assistance
on any problem which you may have re-
garding waste disposal.
POMONA ^D[Pi ^fflWTO
GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA 919 299-3131
Helping Solve the South's Pollution Problems
Future Clemson Schedules . . .
FOR 1970 SEASON
September 19—University of Virginia at CLEMSON
September 26—University of Georgia at Athens, Ga.
October 3—Georgia Tech at Atlanta, Ga.
October 10—Auburn University at CLEMSON (Homecoming)
October 17—Wake Forest University at Winston-Salem, N. C.
October 24—Duke University at CLEMSON
October 31—University of Maryland at College Park, Md.
November 7—Florida State University at Tallahassee, Fla.
November 14—University of North Carolina at CLEMSON
November 21—University of South Carolina at CLEMSON
FOR 1971 SEASON
September 25—University of Georgia at CLEMSON
October 2—Georgia Tech at Atlanta, Ga.
October 9—Duke University at Durham, N. C.
October 16—University of Virginia at Charlottesville, Va.
October 23—Auburn University at Auburn, Ala.
October 30—Wake Forest University at CLEMSON (Homecoming)
November 6—University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. N. C.
November 13—University of Maryland at CLEMSON
November 20—N. C. State University at CLEMSON
November 27—University of South Carolina at Columbia, S. C.
FOR 1972 SEASON
September 23—Rice University at Houston, Texas
September 30—University of Oklahoma at Norman, Okla.
October 7—Georgia Tech at Atlanta, Ga.
October 14—Duke University at CLEMSON
October 21—University of Virginia at CLEMSON
October 28—Wake Forest University at Winston-Salem, N. C.
November 4—University of North Carolina at CLEMSON
November 11—University of Maryland at College Park, Md.
November 18—N. C. State University at Raleigh, N. C.
November 25—University of South Carolina at CLEMSON
OFFICIAL
WATCH
FOR THIS
GAME
LONGINES
THE WORLD'S MOST HONORED WATCH«
asBTi IBUlsri "
Ultra-Chron »8214, automatic
calendar, 10k gold filled case
and link bracelet. $185.
ULTRA-CHRON
THE WORLD'S MeSJ ACCURATE WATCH
Guaranteed accurate to a minute
a month*
Requires no batteries
Unaffected by gravitational field . .
.
therefore, not sensitive
to change of position
Fully automatic
Superior protection against water,
dust, shocl<, magnetism ^ .
•
Thinner movement,
Extraordinary reliability
Tells date, hour, minute, second
Longines, only watch
ever to win 10 World's
Fair Grand Prizes
and 28 Gold Medals.
•Your Longines-Wittnauer
Franctiised Jeweler will adjust your
Ultra-Ctiron to this accuracy, if
necessary. Guarantee is for one year
LONGINES
LONGINES-WITTNAUER WATCH COMPANY
Longines-Wittnauer Building, New York
CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY
The Clemson University campus you visit today is
experiencing a dramatic and dynamic period of emergence
and development. As the state's land-grant institution,
Clemson is vigorously advancing in its three fold mission
of education, research and public service.
Founded by Thomas Green Clemson, the University
has grown from a modest opening in 1893 into an out-
standing educational institution that stresses quality
programs in its eight undergraduate colleges and school
and in its Graduate School.
President Robert C. Edwards' ambition for the future,
which he sees as attainable if Clemson continues and
accelerates trends of the past 10 years, is for the Clemson
University of 1985 to be "a great University when meas-
ured by the most discriminating standards."
New buildings, rising on the Clemson campus at a
steady rate, are only one facet of the new image, behind
which surges a rededication toward enriching academic
goals in keeping with the University's distinguished history
of contributions to American education.
DR. ROBERT C. EDWARDS, PRESIDENT
Clemson University Administrative Officers
Gen. Allen Wood Rigsby
Vice President for
Executive Affairs
Kenneth N. Vickery
Dean, Admissions and
Registration
OFFICE MACHINES • EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIES
A. B. DICK
DUPLICATING / COPYING PRODUCTS
OFFICE PLANNING AND DESIGN
ANDERSON • GREENVILLE • GREENWOOD
ROCK HILL • SPARTANBURG
Breakyour
beardinright
Right now your beard is in the formative stage.
You can shave it with a razor blade like your father does.
And each time you do your beard will grow back a little more
difficult. Until one day shaving's no longer a
chore. It's an agony.
Look no further than your father's face
for proof
But fortunately, you're catching your
beard at an early age. You can break it in to be
just as shaveable 10 and 20 years from
now as it is today.
With a Remington® shaven
And if you think the kind of shave we're selling won't be
close enough for you, you're wrong.
Our new blades are sharper than anything that's been in an
electric shaver before. And there's a dial that
lets you adjust them for your skin and beard.
What's more, you can dial a Remington
electric shaver into a sideburn trimmer
Admittedly, it costs more to buy our
electric shaver than a razor and some blades.
But it's a good investment.
These next few years will determine how
you and your beard will get along for the rest
of your lives.^s REAAINGTON©1969 S. R, MOGtPORT,CONNeCTlCUT.
Deans of Clemson's Colleges and Schools
Dr. Claud Green
Assistant Dean
of the University
Dr. Arnold E. Schwartz
Dean of Graduate School
Dr. Clayton Aucoin, Dean
College of Physical and
Mathematical Sciences
Dr. Morris Cox, Dean
College of
Liberal Arts
Dr. Geraldine Labecki
Dean, School of Nursing
Dr. Harold F. Landrith
Dean, College of Education
H. E. McClure, M. Arch.,
Dean, College of
Architecture
Dr. Linvil G. Rich, Dean,
College of Engineering
Dr. W. D. Trevillian, Dean, Dr. Wm. Wiley, Dean,
College of Industrial Mgt. College of Agriculture and
and Textile Science Biological Sciences
Patterson
Realty & Insurance
SERVING THE CLEMSON AREA IN
REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE NEEDS
201 College Ave.
CLEMSON, S. C.
A
.
MOUURD „
JoHnsonS
Restaurant and Motor Lodge
Highway 25 South at
Interstate 85 and 291 By-Pass
GREENVILLE, S. C.
The Most Convenient
For the Traveling Public
Clemson Athletic Council
R. R. (Red) Ritchie, Chairman
Dr. Robert W. Moorman
Thomas D. Efland
Dr. Joel V. Brawley, Jr.
Joseph L. Young
Dr. W. J. (Joe) Lanham
Philip H. Prince, Alumni Member
Thomas C. (Buck) Breazeale, Alumni Member
Kenneth N. Vickery, Ex-officio
(Dean of Admissions and Registration)
Dr. John F. Pearce, Ex-officio
(President of the Faculty Senate)
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From Six Departments
PRINTING
OFFICE FURNITURE
AUDIO-VISUAL AND
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
INTERIOR DESIGN
DUPLICATING RETAIL STORE
The R. L. Bryan Company
"THE HOUSE OF QUALITY"
Columbia, S. C. • Florence, S. C. • Charleston, S. C.
Frank Howard, Athletic Director
and Head Football Coach
Howard's Career Varied . . .
College football is 100 years old this year, and even
though there are people who will tell you that this is
Frank Howard's 100th year at Clemson, they are just a
little off base.
Howard is now in his 39th year on the Clemson cam-
pus, and 29 of those seasons, he has been the "Popa
Tiger" of all those who have come to play under the
purple and orange.
There are a dozen active coaches in the country who
have won over 100 games. Howard is in fourth spot in
this list of 12 and he and three others can claim 150
or more victories.
The listing at the right shows that Howard has com-
pleted 29 seasons, and no one in the nation is closer
than five years to him. He is the dean of all active
coaches and can lay claim to 161 victories.
Howard has either played or coached in every major
bowl. The San Francisco East-West game, Montgomery's
Blue-Gray and the North-South in Miami have all em-
ployed him for their post-season classics. Next Janu-
ary he'll go to Honolulu to coach in the Hula Bowl.
There has not been a facet of football Howard hasn't
touched from the Pee Wee League on up. Football has
brought Howard fame and Howard has brought honor
to tiie game. He was a voting member for three years
on the powerful rules committee and has served on many
other committees making the game a better one for the
ones who play it and for those who watch it.
The 1969 season is Howard's 43rd with collegiate
football. Conference championships and coach-of-the-
year awards have come his way, he can talk of bowl
victories and All-American players.
Football is his life, not just 10 Saturdays a year.
HOWARD'S FOOTBALL RECORD
Year School Status Won Lost Tiad Pts. Opp.
1928 Alabama Player 6 3 187 75
1929 Alabama Player 6 3 196 58
1930 Alabama Player 10 271 13
TOTALS 22 6 654 146
1931 Clemson Line Coach 1 6 2 19 164
1932 Clemson Line Coach 3 5 1 89 111
1933 Clemson Line Coach 3 6 2 50 98
1934 Clemson Line Coach 5 4 89 85
1935 Clemson Line Coach 6 3 147 99
1936 Clemson Line Coach 5 5 98 95
1937 Clemson Line Coach 4 4 1 128 64
1938 Clemson Line Coach 7 1 1 145 56
1939 Clemson Line Coach 9 1 165 45
TOTALS 43 35 7 930 817
1940 Clemson Head Coach 6 2 1 182 73
1941 Clemson Head Coach 7 2 233 90
1942 Clemson Head Coach 3 6 1 100 138
1943 Clemson Head Coach 2 6 94 185
1944 Clemson Head Coach 4 5 165 179
1945 Clemson Head Coach 6 3 1 211 73
1946 Clemson Head Coach 4 5 147 174
1947 Clemson Head Coach 4 5 206 146
1948 Clemson Head Coach 11 274 76
1949 Clemson Head Coach 4 4 2 232 216
1950 Clemson Head Coach 9 1 344 76
1951 Clemson Head Coach 7 3 196 97
1952 Clemson Head Coach 2 6 1 112 157
1953 Clemson Head Coach 3 5 1 139 172
1954 Clemson Head Coach 5 5 192 121
1955 Clemson Head Coach 7 3 206 144
1956 Clemson Head Coach 7 2 2 167 101
1957 Clemson Head Coach 7 3 216 78
1958 Clemson Head Coach 8 3 169 138
1959 Clemson Head Coach 9 2 285 103
1960 Clemson Head Coach 6 4 197 125
1961 Clemson Head Coach 5 5 199 126
1962 Clemson Head Coach 6 4 168 130
1963 Clemson Head Coach 5 4 1 181 140
1964 Clemson Head Coach 3 7 105 135
1965 Clemson Head Coach 5 5 117 137
1966 Clemson Head Coach 6 4 174 177
1967 Clemson Head Coach 6 4 166 128
1968 Clemson Head Coach 4 5 1 184 179
TOTALS 161 112 12 5361 3813
GRAND TOTALS 226 153 19 6945 4776
The Century Club . . .
Yearr, As
Ncjne and School Head Coach G W L T Pet.
Bear Bryant,
Alabama 24 258 187 56 15 .750
Johnny Vaught,
Mississippi 22 233 170 51 12 .755
Clarence Stasavich,
East Carolina 23 233 168 57 8 .738
FRANK HOWARD.
CLEMSON 29 285 161 112 12 .586
Ben Schwartzwalder,
Syracuse 23 224 155 67 2 .696
Woody Hayes,
Ohio State 23 209 150 52 7 .734
R. L. Blackman,
Dartmouth 20 189 133 48 8 .725
Shug Jordan,
Auburn 18 186 120 61 5 .659
Ara Parseghian,
Notre Dame 18 168 115 48 5 .699
Darrell Royal,
Texas 15 159 114 41 4 .730
Dan Devine,
Missouri 14 146 105 33 8 .747
John Yovicsin,
Harvard 17 150 100 45 5 .683
taste that beats the others cold
Pepsi pours it on!
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Under appointment from Pepsi-Cola Co., New York
LAKE JAMESON
LB
RONNIE KITCHENS
DT
u
DON WIGGINS
QB
SAMMY CAIN
PUNTER
CHARLES CAUBLE
C
MIKE NEWELL
LB
DAVE KORMANICKI
MG
PETE GALUSKA
OE
CLEMSON
TIGERS
WeVe a
people
company
Our business is textiles. But we're a people company, too.
Springs has always been known for the importance it attaches to people. This
attitude shows in our profit-sharing plans, our system of 26 employee cafe-
terias, our medical program with five full-time doctors and 28 registered
nurses who staff a dozen medical clinics. And in many other ways.
Out of this concern for people has grown a strong feeling of mutual respect.
Don't take our word for it. Ask the 19,500 people who work in Springs' 22
plants in North and South Carolina.
For injormalion about career opportunities with
Springs Mills, write Manager of Recruiting, Fort Mill,
S. C. 29715. Springs is an equal opportunity employer.
Springs
Mills, Inc.
Corporata Headquarlers
FORT MILL. SOUTH CAROLINA
Sale» Headquarters
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
CLEMSON ALMA MATER
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Reign supreme always.
Chorus
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
Words by A. C. Corcoran, '19
Music by Dr. Hugh McGarity
LYNCH DRUG CO.
CLEMSON—
A Good Place to Live
College Ave.— Clemson
THE NUMBER ONE ENTERTAINMENT CENTER OF THE SOUTH
The Fabulous Charlotte Coliseum
Welcomes Once Again
CLEMSON— NORTH CAROLINA— SOUTH CAROLINA
NORTH CAROLINA STATE
in helping boost its nationally-famed basketball prestige
IMPORTANT COMING EVENTS
North-South Doubleheader February 13-14
Southern Conference Tournament February 26-27-38
Atlantic Coast Conference Tournament March 5-6-7
Sportsman Show March 10-15
Ice Skating Wrestling Ice Hockey
Paul Buck, Managing Director
For Ticket Information Call: 372-3600
The Home of the North Carolina Sports Hall of Fame
B. B. ELVINGTON
MG
WAYNE BAKER
DE
<
PAT SHEALY
(
DON KELLEY
DB
RAY YAUGER
FB
CLEMSON
TIGERS
JEWELL McLAURIN
DB
BRAD O'NEAL
FLK
DB
PHIL STRAYER
OT
ROGER OWENS
DB
JOHN McMAKIN
OE
the All-American place to eat
Owned and Operated by
!()(
charco-broiled cookout flavor the winning captain
GET TOGETHER AT HARDEE'S BEFORE OR AFTER
THE GAME FOR DELICIOUS CHARBROILED BUR-
GERS. THAT'S WHERE YOU'LL FIND ALL OF
YOUR FRIENDS.
Sp.irtjn ^ m Hardee's awards^ ' ^ w a silver dollar
JACK KING
OT
SONNY CASSADY
DB
I-
CHARLIE MAYER
TAPPEY SQUIRES
OG
JIMMY TREMBLEY
OE
DE
WALDO WATTS
DT
WINSTON LAWTON
DE
CHUCK WERNER
DB
JIM SURSAVAGE
OE
JIMMY BARNETTE
QB
Clemson's 1969 Football Coaching Staff
Clemson's 1969 coaching staff represents nearly 150 years of service to the university. Kneeling, left to right.
Larry Beckish, offensive ends and flankers; Art Baker, offensive backfield; Fred Cone, chief recruiter; Ronnie
Grace, assistant freshman; and Tom Bass, head freshman. Standing, left to right, Frank Howard, head varsity; Bob
Jones, defensive ends and tackles; Bob Smith, head defensive; Banks McFadden, defensive backfield; Whitey Jor-
dan, head offensive; and Bill Pate, assistant coach and dormitory counselor. Howard, Jones, Smith and McFad-
den have been at Clemson a combined total of 121 years.
Ends:
Glenn Smith, 1949-50-51
Joe Blalock, 1939-40-41
Tackles:
George Fritts, 1939-40-41
Lou Cordileone, 1957-58-59
Guards:
Frank Gillespie, 1946-47-48
Ray Clanton, 1945-46-47
ALL-CLEMSON, 1931-68
Center:
Charlie Woods, 1936-37-38
Backs:
Ray Mathews, 1947-48-49
Banks McFadden, 1937-38-39
Fred Cone, 1948-49-50
Jackie Calvert, 1948-49-50
Harry Olszewski, 1965-66-67 Joel Wells, 1954-55-56
I I
First National Bank
of South Carolina
NOW 43 OFFICES IN
1 8 SOUTH CAROLINA CITIES
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
FINE
SEAFOOD
OYSTER
BAR
1^
Red Lobster Restaurant
Greenville, S. C.
University of Georgia Officials
DR. FRED C. DAVISON
President, University of Georgia
VINCE DOOLEY
Head Football Coach, University of Georgia
• • • •
JOEL EAVES
Athletic Director, University of Georgia
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
Location: Athens, Ga. Founded: 1785
Conference: Southeastern Enrollment: 17,500
Athletic Director: Joel Eaves
Head Coach: Vince Dooley, Auburn '54
Assistants: Erskine Russell, Jim Pyburn, Billy Kinard,
Frank Inman, Ken Cooper
SID: Dan Magill (Office phone: 404-542-1621)
(Home phone: 404-543-8086)
Trainer: Warren Morris
Stadium and Capacity: Sanford Stadium—59,000
Team Colors: Red and Black
Nickname: Bulldogs
1968 Conference Record: 5-0-1
1968 Overall Record: 8-1-2 (Including 16-2 loss to Arkan-
sas in Sugar Bowl)
Captains: To be selected each game
Clemson Ga. Clemson Ga.
1897 _ 24 1916 _ 25
1898 8 20 1919 . _ _
1899 11 1920 55
1900 39 5 1921 . - 28
1901 29 5 1927 . 32
1902 36 1932 18 32
1903 29 1937 14
1904 10 1944 7 21
1905 _ 35 C 1945 - 20
1906 6 1946 12 35
1907 . 8 1947 - - 6 21
1908 - 6 1954 _ 7 14
1909 5 1955 . _ 26 7
1910 1962 16 24
1911 - 23 1963 --7 7
1912 7 27 1964 . - 7 19
1913 . __ 15 18
'3
1965 _ 9 23
1914 35 1967 - 17 24
1915 13 1968 13 31
Games Won Lost Tied Pts. Opp.
Overall Series 38 10 25 3 399 605
Howard's Record 12 1 10 1 127 246
Howard vs. Dooley . 4 4 46 97
(^^(n^^ Se^c^
Coach Frank Howard has had more success with
the Dooley from North Carolina than the Dooley
from Georgia, and the brother who has given the
dean of American football coaches the most trou-
ble is of prime concern this afternoon.
Coach Vince Dooley, who has blasted the Geor-
gia Bulldogs into the national gridiron picture
since coming to Athens in 1964, has another "load-
ed club" this season.
The Bulldogs have had five straight winners un-
der Dooley, have been to four post-season bowls
and have seen their 37-year-old leader named
Southeastern coach-of-the-year three times.
Where Howard has beaten the Tar Heels' Bill
Dooley twice, he has failed to defeat Vince in four
attempts.
The Tigers gained a tie (7-7) at Clemson in 1963
and everybody remembers that one. Kicking off in
83 degree temperature, but by halftime, the field
looked like Christmas. A sudden, unsuspecting
hail storm hit just as the half ended. And anyone
who was in it will never forget it.
That year ended Johnny Griffith's three-year
stand at Georgia. The next season Dooley's Dogs
began their astronomical climb to success.
Clemson has won 10 of 38 previous games while
losing 25 and having three ties with the Bulldogs.
After Georgia won the first three (1897-98-99),
the Tigers reeled off seven straight wins between
1900 and 1906. In the first 20 games of the series,
Clemson took nine, Georgia 10 and there was a tie.
But beginning after another tie (0-0) in 1919, the
Bulldogs captured 10 straight before Clemson
could triiomph again in 1955.
Two years ago in "Death Valley" before 46,362
fans, the Bulldogs built up a 17-3 halftime lead and
appeared to have the upper hand all the way. But
Clemson came back in the third quarter to score
two quick touchdowns to bring about a 17-17 tie.
However, the Bulldogs pulled their forces to-
gether and ground out a fourth quarter drive which
netted another touchdown for a 24-17 triumph.
Just a shade over 59,000 jammed the newly en-
larged Sanford Stadium last year and there was
nothing but Bulldog success all afternoon.
After Donnie Hampton experienced difficulty
moving the team, sophomore Mike Cavan came on
and the rest is history. He completed 14 of 26 pass-
es for 225 yards and two touchdowns with only one
interception. Clemson's one bright spot was an
108-yard punt return of an aborted field goal by
Richie Luzzi.
The Bulldogs were big winners, 31-13.
DAN'S
SANDWICH SHOP
(Opposite Post Office)
MORE PEOPLE STILL DEPEND
ON "THE OLE RELIABLE" FOR
SHORT ORDERS THAN ANY
OTHER PLACE IN TOWN
DROP IN AND SEE OUR PICTURE
DISPLAY OF CLEMSON ATHLETES
OF THE LAST 34 YEARS
We are equipped to satisfy your pre-
game and post-game appetites.
Monday through Friday enjoy our
business-man's lunch or supper . .
.
meat, two vegetables, dessert and
drink.
The World's Biggest
and Best Hamburgers
DAN'S
"Behind Clemson Athletics 100%"
Throughout the world of literary fantasy the "witching
hour" of midnight has always imparted tlie significance
of some special event or happening. Midnight tonight will
prove to be no exception for some 1,600 Clemson Uni-
versity freshmen as another "Rat Season" comes to an
end at the stroke of 12.
Clemson's Rat System, one of the University's oldest
traditions, was originally inaugurated to help incoming fresh-
men become more accustomed to University life and ac-
tivities. Although the system is not mandatory, participation
through the years has averaged better than 99 per cent
of each entering freshman class.
During Clemson's a II -military years, early records mention
that Rat Season lasted the entire freshman year and con-
sisted of little more than upperclassmen razzing freshmen
or spirited intramural football games between these same
two groups.
As time passed and Clemson's enrollment increased,
the tempo of Rat Season pranks picked up and elaborate
tricks were devised to fool the gullible freshman. One
incident involved an announcement m the dming hall that
the University's dairy facility was on the blink and that 300
gallons of ice cream would be distributed on a first come
basis. The entire freshman class immediately abandoned
its meal, grabbed any available containers, and descended
on the dairy only to find that the announcement was a hoax.
In 1956, Rat Season received its first "shot m the arm"
when the Student Assembly adopted a set of rules and
regulations defining freshmen activities.
This was also the year that the small orange cap em-
blazoned with a bright purple Block "C" became the sym-
bolic and traditional badge of identification for the Clemson
Rat.
Rat Season 1969 has retained most of the features set
forth in the 1956 rules and regulations. Rat hats, colorful
Rat ribbons worn m the hair of freshmen coeds, the Pre-
sident's picnic, and the freshman cheering section very
much in evidence at today's game are all part of the Clem-
son way of life. Rat Season today is not a reflection of
outdated traditions, but is indicative of the spirit, devotion
and loyalty felt by every Clemson freshman, upperclassman,
and alumnus for their Alma Mater.
Sulo T\\ irU IS Dr. John H. Butler Bruce F. Cook
Head, Dept. of Music Conductor, Tiger Band
IPTAY DAY
program
Pre-Game
Clemson University TIGER BAND and Color Guard
Entrance: March—"Jubilee" (Goldman)
Prayer: Howard Howes, Student Chaplain
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ALMA MATER (McGarity-Butler)
NATIONAL ANTHEM—Clemson University TIGER BAND and
GLEE CLUB
Exit: "Dixie" (Emmett-Poole)
Game
1:30 P.M.— CLEMSON UNIVERSITY vs. UNIVERSITY of GEORGIA
Halftime
University of Georgia Dixie REDCOAT BAND and Twirlers
Roger L. Dancz, Director
A Salute to DUKE ELLINGTON
Fanfare: Ellington
Entrance: "Caravan"
Feature: "Don't Get Around Much Anymore"
Solo Twirlers: Mike Moore and Linda McMath
Feature: "Take the A-Train"
Dancing Majorettes
Feature: "C-Jam Blues"
Soloist: Jimmy McKillip (Organ)
Jay Harriman (Fender Bass)
Jack White (Drums)
Dance Routine: Georgiettes
Exit: "Hail to Georgia"
Clemson University TIGER BAND
Fanfare: Berloiz Requiem (arr. Butler)
Entrance: "Thunder and Blazes" (arr. Seredy)
Precision Drill: "American We" (Fillmore)
Solo Twirlers: "If My Friends Could See Me Now" (arr. Whitcomb)
Exit: "Tiger Band" (arr. Yoder)
I P T A Y RECOGNITION: Gene Willimon, Assistant Athletic Director
The 1969 Georgia Bulldogs . . .
Georgia opens Clemson's 1969 home season today as the nationally-ranked Bulldogs invade "Death
Valley" for IPTAY Day.. Across the top, left to right, are Lee Daniel, Jimmy Wood, John Griffin, Tom
Couch, Phil Sullivan and Dennis Watson, Bottom row, left to right, are Larry Brasher, Ken Shaw,
Bob McDavid, Bill Darby. Wayne Byrd and Craig Elrod. In the center is the University's academic
building.
Less than a half
hour from
Clemson there's
this wild building
that contains a fascinating story. It's
really something. Walk through
display chambers filled with sight
and sound. Tune in on the future and
the past. Sit in a darkened room and
spy on huge nuclear reactors taking
shape outside. The whole thing's
about electricity and how it's made.
For an interesting and entertaining
show, go to the Keowee-Toxaway
Visitors Center.Open FREE OF
CHARGE weekdays 10-5,
Sundays 1-5.
Picnic area
overlooks
the lake.
Duke Power ^-
1969— Clemson University Varsity Football Roster— 1969
NO. NAME POS. BIRTHDATE HGT. WGT. LTRS. CLASS HOMETOWN, HIGH SCHOOL, HIGH SCHOOL COACH
7 Kivett, Roger _ P 3-25-50 6-11/2 187 So. Chattanooga, Tenn., Notre Dame, Tom Clary
9 Cain, Sammy P 4-26-48 6-0 189 2 Sr. Union, S. C, Union, Bob Dunlap
10 Gilstrap, Rick QB 9-29-50 6-2 214 So. Easley, S. C, Easley, Larry Bagwell
11 Wiggins, Don OB 9-17-48 6-1 185 1 Jr. Point Pleasant, W. Va., Point Pleasant, Bob Shertzer
13 Sokohl, Jack - OB 4-7-50 6-2 V2 191 So. Chattanooga, Tenn., McCallie, John Day
14 Kendrick, Tommy - OB 9-11-50 6-0 174 So. Stone Mountain, Ga., Clarkston, Jim Ackerman
15 Henry, Dale LC 4-25-49 6-1 184 So. Maggie Valley, N. C, Tuscola, Cliff Brookshire
16 Bamette, Jimmy QB 6-28-49 6-0 180 I Jr. Pendleton, S. C, Pendleton, Ronnie Grace
17 Waters, Charlie FLK 9-10-48 6-1 193 2 Sr. North Augusta, S. C, North Augusta, Jim Buist
18 Cassady, Sonny RS 6-25-49 6-31/2 193 1 Jr. Bassett, Va., Bassett, Wayne Turner
19 Werner, Chuck LC 11-18-46 6-2 185 2 Sr. Travelers Rest, S. C, Travelers Rest, Dean Bolin
20 Eyler, Rick RS 1-1-49 5-11 191 Jr. Westminster, Md., Westminster, Earl Hersh
21 Kelley, Don RC 8-17-50 6-0 173 So. Greenville, S. C, Greenville Senior, Slick Moore
22 Galuska, Pete OE-K 6-29-49 6-1 183 So. Rochester, Minn., Lourdes, Joe Mayor
24 Feaster, Dean FLK 9-10-50 5-9 161 So. West Columbia, S. C Brookland-Cayce, Bettis Herlong
25 Anderson, Jack TB 10-29-48 6-1 200 1 Jr. Travelers Rest, S. C, Travelers Rest, Dean Bolin
26 O'Neal, Brad FLK 5-29-48 6-0 175 Jr. Fairfax, S. C, Allendale-Fairfax, Bruce Tate
27 Windham, Dwayne RS 4-29-50 5-10 180 So. Sumter, S. C Edmunds, Steve Satterfield
28 Shealy, Pat LC 12-13-49 6-0 182 So. Graniteville, S. C, Graniteville, Henry Walker
29 Shields, John FLK 3-17-47 5-10 180 1 Sr. Neptune, N. J., Watching Hills, Don Schneider
30 Jamison, Bobby FB 1-19-48 5-11 205 Jr. Conway, S. C, Conway, Buddy Sasser
31 Medlin, Rick FB 12-1-47 6-3 230 2 Sr. Williamston, S. C Palmetto, Donnie Garrison
32 Haddock, Lee LS 3-6-47 5-9 160 So. Atlanta, Ga., Walter F. George, C. O. Kell
33 Gilstrap, Earl LS 1-3-49 5-10 190 Jr. Easley, S. C, Easley, Larry Bagwell
34 Yauger, Ray TB-FB 5-30-49 5-10 195 1 Jr. Uniontown, Pa., Laurel Highlands, Fred Botti
36 Bukowsky, Rick FB 8-22-50 6-1 210 So. Baltimore, Md., McDonough, Richard Working
37 Collins, Tom FB 12-24-49 6-0 190 So. Columbus, Ga., Columbus, Alvin Davis
39 Ilo o-u 1 ROiOU L or. Baltimore, Md., Baltimore Poly, Bob Lumsden
40 Tolley, Charlie TB 2-18-47 6-0 190 1 Sr. Mars Hill, N. C, Hot Springs, Roy Ammons
41 Walters, Henry TB 11-10-49 5-9 180 So. Anderson, S. C Hanna, Joe Hazel
43 Lawson, Larry TB 1-4-48 6-0 180 Sr. High Point, N. C., Allen Jay, Tommy Younts
45 Newell, Mike LB 11-24-49 6-0 205 So. Winder, Ga., Winder Barrow, Bob Dixon
46 Craig, Bob LS 1-29-47 6-2 195 2 Sr. Port St. Joe, Fla., Port St. Joe, Bobby Brown
47 McLaurin, Jewell LS 2-7-48 6-3 195 Jr. Dillon, S. C, Dillon, Bob Rankin
48 Fulmer, John RC 4-24-47 6-1 200 2 Sr. Lancaster, S. C, Lancaster, Dalton Rivers
50 Childers, Stan LB 3-19-50 5-10 200 So. Great Falls, S. C, Great Falls, Harvey Stewart
51 Cauble, Charlie C 10-28-48 6-1 210 G So. Columbia, S. C Eau Claire, Steve Robertson
52 Thompson, Dave C 2-1-49 6-4 265 1 Jr. Fairfax, Ala., Valley, Doug Lockridge
53 Farnham, Dave C 10-24-50 6-1 215 So. Travelers Rest, S. C, Travelers Rest, Dean Bolin
54 Watson, Ben LB 5-2-49 6-0 195 So. North Augusta, S. C North Augusta, Jim Buist
55 Elvington, B. B. MG 6-2-48 6-2 216 1 Jr. Lake View, S. C, Lake View, Fred Bradley
56 Wilson Mac C-PK 11-6-49 5-11 185 So. Atlanta, Ga., Therrell, Charlie Brannon
57 Jameson, Lake LB 4-3-50 6-0 195 So. Clemson, S. C, D. W. Daniel, Dickie Singleton
58 Kormanicki, Dave MG 2-8-48 6-1 205 1 Jr. Ridley, Pa., Ridley Township, Phil Marion
59 Milam, Ronnie OG 1 1-22-48 6-1 190 So. Statesville, N. C, Statesville, Gene Abercrombie
60 Hefner, Larry LB 8-2-49 6-2 220 So. Charlotte, N. C, North Mecklenburg, Mack Haynes
61 Talmage, Tom OG 1-25-49 6-0 220 So. Eustis, Fla., Eustis, Tom Comer
62 Burgner, Grady OG 10-25-47 6-5 230 2 Sr. Chattanooga, Tenn., Brainerd, Ray Coleman
63 Shish, Paul MG 11-17-48 5-9 205 So. Plum Borough, Pa., Plum, Dan DiMucci
64 Hough, Gerry OG 4-6-50 5-11 210 So. Annapolis, Md., Annapolis Senior, Al Laramore
65 Crabtree, Chris OG 11-5-50 6-2 185 So. Myrtle Beach, S. C, Myrtle Beach, Charles Floyd
66 Caldwell, Charlie OG 5-4-49 6-4 220 Jr. Roanoke, Ala., Handley, William Tucker
67 Harvey, Randy DT 2-10-48 5-11 226 2 Sr. Greenwood, S. C, Greer, vood. Pinky Babb
68 Squires, Tappey OG 6-9-50 5-11 216 So. Greenwood, S. C Greenwood, Pinky Babb
69 Depew, Bill LB 2-17-49 6-2 200 1 Jr. Baltimore, Md., Calvert Hall, Fred Kern
70 Harrelson, Bill OT 3-23-47 6-2 240 Jr. Opelika, Ala., CJpelika, Ray Campbell
71 Watts, Waldo DT 10-16-49 6-5 246 So. Greenville, S. C, Wade Hampton, Vernon Prathei
72 Todd, Moe OT 3-18-49 6-1 232 So. Annapolis, Md., Annapolis Senior, Al Laramore
73 Dorn, Jim OT 5-24-49 6-3 226 So. Charleston, S. C, Rivers, Harry Blanchard
74 King, Jack OT 3-12-48 6-2 240 1 Sr. Wilmington, N. C., New Hanover, Jap Davis
75 Kitchens, Ronnie DT 6-5-47 6-4 264 2 Sr. Chamblee, Ga., Chamblee, Gene Goff
76 Hopkins, Stan OT 11-26-49 6-1 210 So. Travelers Rest, S. C, Travelers Rest, Dean Bolin
77 Daniel, Ralph DT 9-26-49 6-0 220 So. Lavonia, Ga., Tallulah Falls, Larry Cain
78 Lewter, Steve OT 2-1-49 6-4 241 So. Clarkston, Ga., Clarkston, Jim Ackerman
79 Strayer, Phil OT 1 1-29-49 6-1 240 So. Atlanta, Ga., Walter F. George, C. O. Kell
oursavage, Jim 1 1-21-48 0-0 11 Jr. Andrews, N. O., Andrews, riugn riamilton
81 Trembley, Jimmy OE 5-11-50 6-2 210 So. Sumter, S. C Edmunds, Steve Satterfield
82 Sink, Eddie OE 3-15-50 6-4 187 So. Charleston, S. C St. Andrews, Jerry Weed
83 Smith, Jackie OE 5-5-47 5-9 187 Jr. Chamblee, Ga., Chamblee, Gene Goff
84 Carter, Oscar OE 12-5-47 6-2 187 Jr. Dillon, S. C, Dillon, Bob Rankin
85 McMakin, John OE 9-24-50 6-3 205 So. Tucker, Ga., Tucker, Jack Wilks
86 Ethredge, Don DE 4-14-50 6-2 210 So. Charleston, S. C St. Andrews, Jerry Weed
87 Schneider, Josh FLK 3-16-49 6-3 192 So. Statesville, N. C, Florida Military
87 Lawton, Winston DE 6-10-50 5-9 190 So. Estill, S. C, Estill, Pascal Crosby
88 Ducworth, George DE 3-31-49 6-1 210 1 Jr. Anderson, S. C, Hanna, Joe Hazel
89 Southerland, Ivan DE 1-8-48 6-3 243 2 Sr. Greenwood, S. C., Greenwood, Pinky Babb
90 Bell, Larry _ LB 8-30-48 6-1 220 So. Orangeburg, S. C, Orangeburg, Jack Miller
92 Milton, Fred DT 2-6-48 6-2 220 1 jr. Lake City, Fla., Columbia, Paul Ouinn
94 Mayer, Charlie DE 1-17-50 6-0 210 So. Little Mountain, S. C Mid-Carolina, Lon Armstrong
95 Baker, Wayne DE 9-30-50 6-3 190 So. Oakland, N. J., Indian Hills, Henry Boggio
96 Jackson, Jack MG 12-25-48 6-2 205 So. Batesburg, S. C, Batesburg-Leesville, W. R. McGill
97 Harrelson, Bill OT 3-23-47 6-2 240 Jr. Opelika, Ala., Opelika, Ray Campbell
98 Wood, Johnny DE 3-4-49 6-1 200 So. Great Falls, S. C, Great Falls, Harvey Stewart
99 McMahan, Dave DT 2-4-49 6-3 240 So. Seiverville, Tenn., Sevier County, Tom Bass
"OFFICIAL WATCH FOR THIS GAME - LONGINES - THE WORLD'S MOST HONORED WATCH" jBg
Goodbye, Old Paint
Anti- Establish Mint
Hulla Blue
Original Cinnamon
Freudian Uilt
Thanks Vermillion
FORD M^RICK ^1995
When you make a maverick car, you
paint it maverick colors. Bright, bold
colors with names to match. And Mav-
erick gives you much more. You get an
economy car that rivals the imports in
price—and tops them in power, perfor-
mance, and room.
Maverick's 105 horses lets you get up
to 70-mph turnpike speeds in a hurry.
Yet Maverick's gas mileage is what you
might expect in an import.
Maverick's wheelbase is 8 inches
shorter than a '69 Falcon, and its turn-
ing circle is even smaller than VW.
Inside, cheerful interiors and 9-in.
more shoulder room in the front seat
than a VW. In back, a real trunk (10.4
cu. ft.).
Maverick is designed to be easy to
service. Parts and service are handled
by over 6,000 Ford Dealers. So say fare-
well to old paint. Say hello to Maverick,
the first car of the '70s ... at 1 960 prices.
Manufacturer's suggested retail price for the car.
Price does not include: optional white sidewall
tires, $32.00; dealer preparation charge, if any;
transportation charges, state and local taxes.
MAVERICK

OFFENSE DEFENSE
o c85 JOHN McMAKIN . . T t? 91 CHUCK HEARD T. L£
73 TTTVif T^/*\^XT T T 7b LARRY BRASHER . LT
CObZ T A Q43 UrllP WloDOM . . T T O. LLB
c o52 DAVE IHOMPSON . c fay IIM CALLAWAY . LG
DO CrlAnLlE CALDWELL . RG faU STEVE GREER • . . RG
74 T A /^TT' T^TXT/^ 4J RONNIE HUGGINS . RLB
on TTA>t OTTIDO A \J A TJIM bUnSAVAGE . . . lit oooz T TTT A XTT^T
14 TOMMY TTFN'DPlTr'K" OR C •! J-/ z\. V 1 1*1 c i>j 1 \jrrr 1 RF. nij
17 CHARLIE WATERS . FLK 15 PHIL SULLIVAN . . LHB
25 JACK ANDERSON . TB 28 BILLY DARBY . . . RHB
34 RAY YAUGER . . . . FB 29 BUCK SWINDLE .
. . S
CLEMSON
DEFENSE
89 IVAN SOUTHERLAND . LE 89 CHAS. WHITTEMORE . LE
75 RONNIE KITCHENS . LT 79 TOM NASH .... . LT
80 LARRY HEFNER . . LLB 83 MAYO TUCKER . . . LG
55 B. B. ELVINGTON . . MG 50 TOMMY LYONS . . . C
69 BILL DEPEW .... RLB 66 ROYCE SMITH . . . . RG
71 WALDO WATTS . . . RT 78 WAYNE BYRD . . . . RT
88 GEORGE DUCWORTH . RE 86 MIKE GREENE . . . . RE
15 DALE HENRY . . . . LC 12 MIKE CAVAN . . . . QB
48 BOB CRAIG .... . LS 80 DENNIS HUGHES . . LHB
18 SONNY CASSADY . . RS 30 BRUCE KEMP . . . . FB
48 JOHN FULMER . . . RC 37 CRAIG ELROD . . . RHB
CLEMSON SQUAD GEORGIA SQUAD
7 Kivett, p
9 Cain, p
10 Gilstrap, R., qb
11 Wiggins, qb
13 Sokhol, qb
14 Kendrick, qb
15 Henry, db
16 Barnette, qb
17 Waters, flk
18 Cassady, db
19 Werner, db
20 Eyler, db
21 Kelley, db
22 Galuska, oe
24 Feaster, flk
25 Anderson, tb
26 O'Neal, flk
27 Windham, db
28 Shealy, db
29 Shields, tb
30 Jamison, fb
31 Medhn, fb
32 Haddock, db
33 Gilstrap, E., db
34 Yauger, fb
35 Holbrook, oe
36 Bukowsky, fb
37 Collins, fb
39 Compton, db
40 Tolley, tb
41 Walters, tb
43 Lawson, tb
45 Newell, lb
46 Craig, db
47 McLaurin, db
48 Fulmer, db
50 Childers, lb
51 Cauble, c
52 Thompson, c
53 Farnham, c
I
54 Watson, lb
55 Elvington, mg
56 Wilson, c-pk
57 Jameson, lb
58 Kormanicki, mg
59 Milam, og
60 Hefner, lb
61 Talmage, og
62 Biu-gner, og
63 Shish, mg
64 Hough, og
65 Crabtree, og
66 Caldwell, og
67 Harvey, dt
68 Squires, og
69 Depew, lb
70 Harrelson, ot
71 Watts, dt
72 Todd, og
73 Dorn, ot
74 King, ot
75 Kitchens, dt
76 Hopkins, ot
77 Daniel, dt
78 Lewter, ot
79 Strayer, ot
80 Sursavage, oe
81 Trembley, oe
82 Sink, oe
83 Smith, oe
84 Carter, ot
85 McMakin, oe
86 Etheredge, de
87 Lawton, de
88 Ducworth, de
90 Bell, lb
92 Milton, dt
94 Mayer, de
95 Baker, lb
96 Jackson, mg
98 Wood, de
99 McMahan, dt
COLA" AND "COKE" ARE REGISTERED TRADB MARKS OF THE COCA COLA COMPANY
GEORGIA
OFFENSE
3 Rajecki, pk 54 Brown, dg
8 Putnal, flk 55 Kitchens, lb
9 Chandler, p 56 Lopatka, c
10 Gilbert, qb 57 Jones, lb
11 Jones, p 58 Keith, c
12 Cavan, qb 59 Chamberlin, c
14 Montgomery, qb 60 Greer, dg
15 Sullivan, hb 61 Demos, og
16 Griffin, hb 63 Tucker, og
17 Hampton, qb 64 Gordon, og
18 Graham, qb
Smiley, fb
65 Rogers, dg
20 66 Smith, og
22 Allen, hb 67 Wood, dg
23 Carroll, hb 68 Jennings, og
24 Shirer, hb 69 Callaway, T., dg
26 Outlar, flk 70 Adkins, ot
27 Ellsperman, oe 71 Saye, dt
28 Darby, db 73 Watson, dt
29 Swindle, db 74 McGill, ot
30 Kemp, fb 75 Fersen, ot
31 Paine, hb 76 Brasher, dt
33 Callaway, H., hb 77 Dumbleton, dt
34 Sleek, lb 78 Byrd, ot
36 McCullough, pk 79 Nash, ot
37 Elrod, hb 80 Hughes, oe
38 McDavid, hb 82 Daniel, dt
39 Boggus, hb 83 Shaw, de
43 Huggins, lb 83 Robinson, oe
45 Campbell, hb 84 McKnight, de
46 Farnsworth, hb 85 Brice, oe
47 Kimsey, lb 86 Greene, oe
48 Tettrault, fb 87 Dicharry, oe
49 Wisdom, lb 88 Russell, dt
50 Lyons, c 89 Whittemore, flk
51 Humphries, c 91 Heard, de
52 Poss, c 93 McPipkin, dg
53 Couch, lb 98 Davis, de 1
Plymouth' Dodge •Chrysler* Imperial 'Dodge TruckS'Simca'Sunbeam
CHRYSLER
CORPORATION
1969 University of Georgia Football Roster
VARSITY OFFENSE
No. Name Pos. Hgt Wgt Ltrs Class Hometown
I-'i" 5-9 176 or. jvlciriettQ, Oa.
PI V 0-
J
1 7Q1 /o U oO. Macon, Go.
OB 6-0 185 1 Jr. Athens, Ga.OR 6-1 11 Jr. Thomaston, Ga.OR 6-0 190 nu oO. Moultrie, Ga.OR D-U 1 SiA z or. Atlanta, Ga.OR
- WD ^ Qo 1 jr. Florence, Ala.
FB 6-0 onn u oO. bavannah, Ga.
LH 5-9 XQO 1 Jr. Atnens, i^a.
LH 6-0 nu oO. Aiianta, t^a.
FLK 5-10 170 So. Chamblee, Ga.
SE 6-2 200 So. Ocala, Fla,
FB 6-3 210 2 Sr jiiicinia, oa.
RH 5-11 184 1 Trj . Augusta, Ga.
LH 6-0 195 So. Avon Park, Fla.
PK 5-11 200 2 Sr
'
I^acon, Gc
RH 6-1 195 2 Sr*. Marietta, Ga.
LH 6-1 195 So. Macon, Ga.
LH 5-9 182 Q So oiemson, o. i^.
LH 6-1 197 2 or. ijreenviiie, o.
FB 6-1 205 Q OO. Marietta, Ga.
C 6-2 215 1 Ir. Atlanta, Ga.
C 5-0 212 So. Gadsden, Ala.
6-0 190 nU oO. Athens, Ga.
c
— \^ 6-0 n Jr. Beaufort, S. C.
6-1 917 nU k>0. Jesup, Ga.
—
6-1 9m nU oo. Lake City, Fla.
RG 6-1 220 Ir. Hartford, Conn.
. itkj D- 1 zzu So. Tifton, Ga.
T d 5-11 ZIO U So. Tifton, Go.
. XWj 6-3 ZJU nU oO. Savannah, Ga.
T C D-U ziu 1 Jr. Columbia, S. C.
LT 6-3 225 Jr. Americus, Ga.
RT 6-4 225 2 Sr. Lincolnton, Ga.
LT 6-5 235 So. Atlanta, Ga.
RT 6-1 225 2 Sr. Florence, S. C.
LT 6-5 230 So. Washington, Ga.
SE 6-1 215 2 Sr. Seneca, S. C.
SE 6-2 200 So. Macon, Ga.
TE 6-4 205 1 Jr. Avondale, Ga.
TE 6-3 205 So. Jacksonville, Fla.
TE 6-0 200 Ir. Tampa, Fla.
FLK 6-0 195 1 Jr. Douglasville, Ga.
3 Peter Rajecki - -
8 Rex Putnal
10 Paul Gilbert
12 Mike Cavan
14 lack Montgomery
17 Donnie Hampton _
18 Don Graham
20
22
23
26
27
30
31
33
36
37
38
45
46
48
50
51
52
56
58
59
70
74
75
78
79
Julian Smiley
Ed Allen
Billy Carroll
Barry Outlar
Lenny Ellspermann
Bruce Kemp
Trav Paine
Harold Callavfay
Jim McCuUough
Craig Elrod
Bob McDavid
Johnny Campbell _.
Steve Farnsv^orth
Joe Tetrault
Tommy Lyons
Wayne Humphries
Bob Poss
Mike Lopatka
Kendall Keith
Steve Charaberlin _
61 George Demos
63 Mayo Tucker _
64 Hugh Gordon _
66 Royce Smith
68 John Jennings
Ronnie Adkins
Curtis McGill _
Paul Fersen
Wayne Byrd
Tom Nash
80 Dennis Hughes
83 Mixon Robinson _
85 Billy Brice
86 Mike Greene
87 Ray Dicharry
89 Chas. Whittemore
VARSITY DEFENSE
No. Name Pos. Hgt. Wgt. Ltrs. Clc Hometown
9 Bob Chandler P
11 Spike Jones P
15 Phil Sullivan LH
16 John Griffin RH
24 limmy Shirer RH
28 Billy Darby LH
29 Buck Swindle S
34 Steve Sleek LLB
39 Stan Boggus LH
43 Ronnie Huggins RLB
47 Bucky Kimsey RLB
49 Chip Wisdom LLB
53 Tommy Couch RLB
54 Steve Brown LG
55 Steve Kitchens RLB
57 Raymond lones LLB
60 Steve Greer RG
65 Ronnie Rogers RG
67 Jimmy Wood LG
69 Tim Callaway LG
71 David Saye LT
73 Dennis Watson LT
76 Larry Brasher LT
77 Ken Dumbleton RT
82 Lee Daniel RT
33 Ken Shaw RE
84 David McKnight RE
88 Phillip Russell LT
91 Chuck Heard LE
93 Paul McPipkin RG
98 Glenn Davis LE
6-2
6-2
6-2
5-11
5-11
5- 10
6- 3
6-2
5-11
5-8
5- 11
6- 1
6-1
5-11
5- 11
6- 1
6-0
6-2
6-2
6-1
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-3
6-2
6-2
6-1
6-2
6-5
6-2
6-0
185
185
190
180
181
180
190
200
175
190
200
210
210
205
205
205
205
230
230
200
225
215
205
224
190
191
175
195
190
220
190
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Ir.
So.
Ir.
Ir.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
So.
So.
Ir.
So.
So.
Sr.
Ir.
Ir.
Sr.
Ir.
So.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Dalton, Ga.
Louisville, Ga.
Mobile, Ala.
Atlanta, Ga.
Elloree, S. C.
Walhalla, S. C.
Ray City, Go.
Austell, Ga.
LaGrange, Ga.
College Park, Ga.
Cornelia, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.
Decatur, Ga.
Columbus, Ga.
Chamblee, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.
Greer, S. C.
Dublin, Ga.
Gadsden, Ala.
Thomasville, Ga.
Canton, Ga.
Avondale, Ga.
Wilsonville, Ala.
Atlanta, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.
Ft. Monroe, Va.
Thomson, Ga.
Macon, Ga.
lesup, Ga.
Valdosta, Ga.
^ "OFFICIAL WATCH FOR THIS GAME - LONGINES - THE WORLDS MOST HONORED WATCH" ^
The 1969 Georgia Bulldogs . . .
Georgia, enjoying fantastic success under Vince Dooley, is the favorite to take the Southeastern Con-
ference title this season. Another group of players bringing about this top respect are. top, left to right,
Julian Smiley, Steve Greer, Charles Whittemore, Tom Nash, Mike Greene and Mike Cavan. Bottom,
left to right, Dennis Hughes, Royce Smith, Tommy Lyons, Billy Brice, Jim Shirer and John Jennings.
In the center is Georgia's all-purpose coliseum.
The Last Time . . .
A punt was returned for a touchdown:
Clemson— *100 yards (actual 108)—Richie Luzzi vs.
Georgia, Sept. 28, 1968, at Athens, Ga. (Clemson 13,
Georgia 31).
Opponents—73 yards—Tyler Hellams of South Caro-
lina, Nov. 23, 1968, at Clemson. Clemson 3, South Caro-
lina 7).
A kickoff was returned for a touchdown:
Clemson—98 yards—Hal Davis vs. Georgia, Oct. 13,
1962, at Clemson. (Clemson 10, Georgia 24).
Opponents—97 yards—Dick Christy of North Carolina
State, Oct. 5, 1957, at Clemson. (Clemson 7, N. C. State
13).
An interception was returned for a touchdown:
Clemson—23 yards—Billy Ware vs. North Carolina,
Nov. 4, 1967, at Chapel Hill, N. C. (Clemson 17, North
Carolina 0)
Opponents—20 yards—Ron Nalewak of Maryland, Nov.
14, 1964, at College Park, Md. (Clemson 0, Maryland 34).
A punt was blocked:
Clemson—Joe Blackwell vs. North Carolina, Nov. 7,
1964, at Clemson (Clemson 0, North Carolina 29).
Opponents—Bob Foyle of Duke, Oct. 16, 1965, at Dur-
ham, N. C. (Clemson 3, Duke 2).
A punt was blocked for a touchdown:
Clemson—Joe Blackwell vs. Wake Forest, Oct. 17,
1964, at Winston-Salem, N. C. Blackwell blocked quick
kick at Wake Forest eight-yard line. Butch Bobbins fell
on ball in end zone. (Clemson 21, Wake Forest 2).
Opponents—Jimmy Cooley of Georgia, Oct. 9, 1965, at
Athens, Ga. Cooley blocked kick at Clemson 38-yard
line. Larry Kohn picked up ball at three and scored.
(Clemson 9, Georgia 23).
A safety was scored:
Clemson—George Burnett and John Cagle tackled
Maryland quarterback Alan Pastrana in end zone-
—
Nov. 9, 1968, at College Park, Md. (Clemson 16, Mary-
land 0)
Opponents—Dick Idol of North Carolina State—tackled
Tiger quarterback Billy Ammons in end zone—Nov. 2,
1968 at Raleigh, N. C. (Clemson 24, N. C. State 19).
A fumble was recovered for a touchdown:
Clemson—Jim Sursavage vs. Wake Forest, Sept. 21,
1968, at Winston-Salem, N. C. (tie: Clemson 20, Wake
Forest 20)
* Punt return credited for Luzzi on missed field goal attempt.
CLEMSON'S 15 LARGEST CROWDS ACC PLAYER AND COACH-OF-THE-YEAR
Attendance Season Opponent Site Score Coach and School Year Player and School
82,000 1958 Louisiana State Sugar Bowl 0-7 lim Tatum, Maryland 1953 Bernie Faloney, Maryland
72,552 1956 Colorado Orange Bowl 21-27 Bill Murray, Duke 1954 Jerry Barger, Duke
65,000 1950 Miami (Fla.) Orange Bowl 15-14 lira
Tatum, Maryland 1955 Bob Pellegrini, Maryland
Paul Amen, Wake Forest 1956 Bill Barnes, Wake Forest
62,034 1963 Oklahoma Norman 14-31
Earle Edwards, N. C. State 1957 Dick Christy, N. C. State
59,588 1967 Georgia Tech Atlanta 0-10 Frank Howard, Clemson 1958 Alex Hawkins, South Carolina
59,008 1968 Georgia Athens 13-31 Paul Amen, Wake Forest 1959 Mike McGee, Duke
56,116 1968 Georgia Tech Atlanta 21-24 Bill Murray, Duke 1960 Roman Gabriel, N. C. State
55,000 1959 Texas Christian Bluebonnet Bowl 23-7 Bill Elias, Virginia 1961 Roman Gabriel, N. C. State
53,247 1968 South Carolina Clemson 3-7 Bill Murray, Duke 1962 Billy Gambrell, South Carolina
51,140 1962 Georgia Tech Atlanta 9-26
Fim Hickey, North Carolina and
49,596
Earle Edwards, N. C. State 1963 Jay Wilkinson, Duke
1967 Alabama Clemson 10-13
Bill Tate, Wake Forest 1964 Brian Piccolo, Wake Forest
47,237 1966 South Carolina Clemson 35-10
Earle Edwards, N. C. State 1965 Danny Talbott, North Carolina
47,074 1967 N. C. State Clemson 14-6 Frank Howard, Clemson 1966 Bob Davis, Virginia
46,735 1965 Georgia Tech Atlanta 6-38 Earle Edwards, N. C. State 1967 Buddy Gore, Clemson
46,571 1964 Georgia Tech Atlanta 7-14 George Blackburn, Virginia 1968 Frank Quayle, Virginia
CECIL'S INCORPORATED
(Founded 1913)
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
COMMERCIAL— INDUSTRIAL— INSTITUTIONAL
207 Schuyler Apt. Bldg., 275 S. Church St.
Telephone (803) 582-5415
P. O. Box 1945
SPARTANBURG, S. C. 29301
CODE DP OFFICIALS' SIGNALS
Otfilde (Infrartlon
of scrimmage or
free kick formation)
Substitution
Infractions
Clipping
11 m
Illegal use of
Hands and Arms
lllegel Procedure
or Position
Delay of Game
Roughing the Kicker
Intentional
Grounding
Illegal Motion Illegal Shift
Personal Foul V
Non-contact Fouls
13
Illegally Passing
or Handing Ball
Forward
Forward Pass or
Kick Catching
Interference
lneligit)ie Receiver
Down Field on Pass
Helping the Runner,
or Interlocked
Interference
Ball llleeally Touched.
Kicked, or Batted
Ball Dead; If Hand
is Moved from Side
to Side: Touchback
22
Time out; Referee's
Discretionary or Excess
Time Out followed with
tapping hands on chest.
25
start the Clock
Incomplete Forward Pass,
Penalty Declined,
No Play, or No Score
Touchdown or
Field Goal
Loss of Down
Safety
24
Ball Ready for Play
Player Disqualified
Clemson Radio Network
Phillips Buchanan
The Clemson Football Network, one of the largest
university-operated networks in the nation, enters its
16th year in 1969.
Throughout the '68 season, the network averaged 54.7
stations a game which is the highest average in Clemson
history.
The Clemson Athletic Department wholly operates the
network which has averaged over 50 stations a game for
the past eight years.
The play-by-play will be handled by Jim Phillips with
Bruce Buchanan the color man. Both are on the staff of
WFBC Radio and TV in Greenville and will be entering
their second year on the Clemson network.
Phillips, WFBC sports director, succeeded Bill Good-
rich while Buchanan replaced Jim Kingman.
Phillips, with 16 years of broadcasting behind him,
came to WFBC from his native Ohio. Phillips spent his
first eight years in all phases radio and television
announcing while the last eight have been in program
and sports directing.
Phillips was affiliated with WFAH, Alliance, WATG,
Ashland and WIMA, Lima, all in Ohio. He came to
WFBC from WFAH where he was program and sports
director since 1961.
He has spent seven years doing high school and col-
lege play-by-play in football and basketball. Before
coming to Greenville, Phillips was play-by-play reporter
for the Kent State University Sports Network.
Buchanan is the general manager of WFBC Radio and
is well-known in sports broadcasting circles througout
the Carolinas. He has done a variety of high school
sports for many years.
Buchanan has been closely associated with Clemson
athletics for the past 16 years.
Clemson Network listeners can expect an accurate and
colorful picture commentary of action taking place on
the field each Saturday with Phillips as "The Voice of
the Tigers" and Buchanan's colorful comments.
SCHOOL
OF
NURSING
Clemson Concentrates On Shortage Of Nurses
"Need For Nurses
Is Critical
In South Carolina"
Nursing, along with other health
disciplines, has as its goal the optimum
health for individuals, families and com-
munities.
With this in mind, the programs in
the Clemson University School of Nursing
are focused on the preparation of the
nursing practitioner.
Established in 1968, the School of
Nursing offers to men and women stu-
dents a baccalaureate program leading
to the Bachelor of Science degree in
Nursing and a program leading to the
Associate in Arts degree.
The baccalaureate program prepares
professional nurses for work with patients
in hospitals, industry, public health
agencies and other areas, as well as
provide the foundation for graduate study
in nursing. The associate degree program
is designed to provide nurses for the
care of patients in hospitals.
Graduates of both programs are
eligible to take the licensing examination
for the practice of nursing in South
Carolina, and upon successful completion
become Registered Nurses.
Under guidance of the faculty,
students of both programs gain practice
with patients in nearby cities. In the
four-year program, students use clinical
facilities in units of Greenville Hospital
System and other local public health
agencies. Those in the two-year program
utilize the Anderson Memorial Hospital
for clinical nursing experience.
The School of Nursing has scholar-
ships and loan funds available through
private and federal sources, and partici-
pates in the U. S. Army Nurse Corps'
student nurse program.
"The need for nurses," remarksDean
Geraldine Labecki of the School of
Nursing, "is critical in South Carolina
and other southern states." She notes
the Southern region's present supply is
198 nurses per 100,000 population, in
contrast with 319 per 100,000 for the
nation as a whole.
Dean Labecki also adds that a grad-
uate program is contemplated for nurses
who are interested in preparing to be
clinical nursing specialists— a criticalarea
for the state's health institutions and
agencies.
The 1969 Georgia Bulldogs . . .
Georgia is Clemson's nearest football rival- a short 75 miles separating the two campuses. Another
group of Bulldogs taking part in the 39th game between the two schools are, top, left to right, Bruce
Kemp, Steve Farnsworth, Phil Russell, Donnie Hampton, David McKnight and Dave Saye. Bottom, left
to right, Paul Gilbert, Buck Swindle, Tim Callaway, Jack Montgomery, Spike Jones and Curt McGill.
One of the new modern buildings on the Georgia campus is the graduate studies research center.
Mf^f^ ^ , The ACC Football Game
yflCC Comments:
, Remember:
ED CHALUPKA, North Carolina Guard: The
ACC Kame I remember best has to be our 25-
14 victory over Duke last fall. We had upset
Duke in the last game of my sophomore season
the year before and we were definitely the
underdogs when the Blue Devils eame to
Chapel Hill last season. But Coach Dooley had
a great game plan and it worked perfectly all
afternoon. We were able to stop Leo Hart,
who is a truly sensational player, and once
we started stopping him there was never much
question about which team would win. We
were all caught up in the excitement of the
win over our big rival. It was a great game
for the entire team . . . one I'm sure we won't
soon forget.
LEO HAKT, Duke Quarterback: My most me-
morable game would have to be our opening
game of the season last fall against the Uni-
versity of South Carolina. It was my hrst ex-
perience with varsity football in competition
and. to say the least, I was awestruck playing
away from home in front of a partisan ca-
pacity crowd in Carolina Stadium. But I knew
it was my resi)onsibility to try to carry the
team and guide it to victory. As it was, there
probably was not a more fortunate individual
in the stadium that night. We won the game,
14-7, and I don't think I've ever seen a happier
bunch of guys in our dressing room. Truly, it
was my most memorable game.
RALPH SONNTAG, Maryland Tackle: When
you have suffered through a losing season, it's
easy to decide which game you remember
most. For me, the unforgettable date was Oc-
tober 12, 1968. when Maryland beat North Car-
olina. 33-24, to break a Iti-game losing streak.
The Tar Heels were ahead by four points to
start the fourth quarter, but Al Thomas scored
a touchdown to put us in front, 2()-24. <^ur
defense then stopped Carolina on fourth down
at its 49 and we went in for the clinching
touchdown. I'll always remember that touch-
down play. My job was blocking on a play-
action pass. Everything was perfect as Alan
Pastrana completed a IG-yarder to Rick Carl-
son, and we won by 33-24.
GARY YOUNT, N. C. State Defensive Back:
The ACC game I remember the most would
have to be the Duke game of 1967. I was the
back-up safety behind Art McMahon and
Greg Williams and I hadn't played much all
year. But Greg hurt his hip early in the game,
thus giving me my first big chance to play.
I had a pretty good game, but that is not
what I remember most. On the last play of
the game with two seconds left. I intercepted
a pass and was in the clear for a touchdown
when two players came off the Duke bench
and tackled me. This was the most weird
thuig that has ever happened to me in a
football game and I will remember it always.
,I()E DOBNEK, Wake Forest Center: Looking
back over the past two seasons, I would have
to say the 1967 game against South Carolina,
my sophomore year, is the one I remember the
most. (;()ing into that contest we luid won
only one of our lirst seven games. South Caro-
lina had not lost an .\('C game up to that
point, and we weri' the underdogs. Everything
seemed to fall into place and we rolled to a
victory. I personally felt I played my best
game of the year. The victory was just the
tonic we needed since we all knew we had
beaten a good football team. We went on to
defeat Tulsa and Maryland in the final two
games of the season, and close out the year
with four successive victories.
CHARLIE WATERS, Clemson Flanker: Since
I've been at Clemson, the game I remember
most is the mid-season battle between two
big ACC contenders—the 19GX meeting of N. C.
Slate and Clemson. The stage was set in the
first 2fi seconds of the game when both teams
accumulated over 15G yards and two toucli-
dcwns. This early exchange of the lead told
I lie story for the afternoon. Twice we fell be-
hind, but twice we caught up. My heart drop-
ped and rose like a yo-yo when I'd think we
had the game wrapped up, then we'd lose the
lead r.g.iin. The game ended in a fury similar
to the beginning with the Tigers driving 80
yards in less than a minute to outlast the
Wolfpack for a 24-19 storybook finish.
BOB RANNIGAN, Virginia Safetyman: 1 11 re-
member our 41-6 win over North Carolina last
year for a long time. It was a rainy day and
there was much skepticism as to the potency
of our team on a wet field. Before leaving the
bus Coach Blackburn told us to forget every-
thing but football, because only good foot-
ball wovild win. From the very start it was
our game. The offense moved the ball well and
scored consistently. The defense hit and hus-
tled enough to blank the Tar Heels until the
final minute of play. It was the most satisfy-
ing team effort I had ever been a part of.
FRED ZEIGLER, South Carolina End: Strange
as it may seem, the game I remember the
most is one I did not get to play. It is the
Clemson game of last fall. I had suffered a
broken collar bone the week before and was
unable to play. But with the opening klckoff
I forgot my disappointment and became com-
pletely engrossed in the contest. We had not
had a good year so this game meant the en-
tire season to \is. I was so excited that a
Pinkerton man almost arrested me for run-
ning onto the field several times. The game
seemed to me it wovUd never end. I even had
to take a sedative at halftime. Our boys played
great football and came away with our great-
est win since I have been at South Carolina.
Leo Hart Gary Yount Charlie Waters
Thy tailor.
. .made those clothes,
which, as it seems, make thee.
Shakespea re
Now, you can enjoy custom tailoring in the classic
tradition
!
Custom House, Ltd., Greenville's first complete
tailoring firm for men.
Located on Augusta Road at Faris and managed by
Nick Laur, Custom House, Ltd. will custom tailor
fine clothing for each individual customer.
On display will be a wide range of fabrics for suits,
sport coats, slacks and top coats. Also available for
custom order will be shirts, with or without mono-
gram, in your favorite collar style and cuff.
Custom tailoring is the only answer for the man
not satisfied with the fit of ready-made clothing.
Custom House wUl also please the discriminating
man who appreciates quality fabrics but is often
hard pressed to find them in ready-to-wear.
Custom House ends inconvenient shopping trips for
the man-on-the-go. Fabric samples will be brought
to your office or home and within a short time
you're on your way in custom- tailored clothes.
Made to measure tailoring at reasonable prices is
Custom House's promise to you. Find out more by
stopping in soon. We look forward to serving you.
cuSTom House \xt>
pine Sai loping [op^en
Past Offensive Leaders . . .
CLEMSON'S PASSING LEADERS
Alt. Com. Int. Gain
1935^06 Berry, TB 72 42 7 422
1936-—.Top Rprrv TR 99 32 10 434
1937-—Bob Bailey, TB 88 35 14 579
1938-—Bob Bailev] TB 35 18 3 272
1939-—Banks McFadden, TB 70 31 6 581
1940-—Chipoy Maness, TB
—
"Bootv" Pavne TB
61 19 5 388
1941- 90 35 4 582
1942-—Marion Butler, TB 90 38 9 504
1943-—Marion Butler TB 34 12 1 166
1944-—Sid Tinslev, TIB 51 11 9 248
1945-—Marion Butler, TB 45 11 6 239
1946-—Dutch Leverman TB 62 26 7 501
1947-—Bobby Gage, TB
'
109 47 13 1002
1948-—Bobbv Gaee TB 105 42 10 799
1949-—Ray Mathews, WB 72 24 6 487
1950--Billy Hair, TB 71 29 6 644
1951-
-Billv Hair, TB 164 67 12 1004
1952--Don King, TB 69 23 10 317
1953--Don King, QB 98 46 11 706
1954--Don King, QB 72 32 9 468
1955--Don King, QB 79 33 8 586
1956-—Charlie Bussey, QB 68 26 5 330
1957--Harvey White, QB 95 46 3 841
1958--Harvey White, QB 87 43 5 492
1959--Harvey White, QB 107 56 4 770
1960-—Lowndes Shingler, qb 145 61 8 790
1961-—Jim Parker, QB 98 46 9 735
1962-—Jim Parker, QB 67 30 7 431
1963-—Jim Parker, QB 117 52 8 728
1964--Thomas Ray, QB 59 21 5 253
1965--Thomas Ray, QB 175 74 12 1019
1966-—Jimmy Addison, QB 186 103 14 1491
1967-—Jimmy Addison. QB 174 82 10 924
1968-—Billy Ammons, QB 162 74 14 1006
CLEMSON'S RUSHING LEADERS . . .
Att. Gain Avg.
1935--Joe Berry, TB 99 457 4.5
1936--Mac Folger, FB 144 522 3.6
1937--Don Willis, FB 99 329 3.3
1938--Don Willis, FB 103 483 4.7
1939-
—Charlie Timmons. FB 146 556 3.8
1940--Chippy Maness, TB 86 472 5.4
1941--Charlie Timmons, FB 149 635 4.3
1942--Marion Butler, TB 145 616 4,2
1943-—James Whitmire, WB 72 376 5.2
1944--Sid Tinsley, WB 126 479 3.8
1945-—Dewey Quinn, FB 89 392 4.4
1946--Bobby Gage, TB 58 264 4.5
1947--Bobby Gage, TB 114 502 4.4
1948-
-Ray Mathews, WB 113 646 5.7
1949--Ray Mathews, WB 118 728 6.0
1950--Fred Cone, FB 184 845 4.6
1951-
-Billy Hair, TB 160 698 4.4
1952--Red Whitten. FB 115 445 4.0
1953--Don King, QB 79 243 3.1
1954-
-Joel Wells, LHB 74 352 4.8
1955-
-Joel Wells, LHB 135 782 5.8
1956-
-Joel Wells, LHB 174 803 4.6
1957--Bob Spooner. FB 88 358 4.1
1958--Doug Cline, FB 103 450 4.3
1959--Doug Cline, FB 119 482 4.1
1960-
-Bill McGuirt, FB 99 320 3.2
1961-
-Ron Scrudato, FB 99 341 3.4
1962--Pat Grain, FB 94 348 3.7
1963--Pat Grain, FB 137 513 3.7
1964--Hal Davis, LHB 87 533 6.1
1965--Hugh Mauldin. TB 194 664 3.4
1966--Buddy Gore, TB 186 750 4.0
1967--Buddy Gore, TB 230 1045 4.5
1968--Buddy Gore, TB 185 809 4.3
CLEMSON'S SCORING LEADERS . . .
i I.' S Total
2 1 31
7f 42
1Q9Q rim t MpMill nn TR q Q 54
lyou—ivicixcy wcicn, lo 1 u Au A R4
lyoi—J. M, ijamDeiT, Wr> 11 AU u D
ili. IV. JT ct L Lv-1 o(Ji
1
J 11*
11 5
-Fred Hook, FB 1 6
1932—Henry Woodward, TB 5 30
1933—Gene Willimon, TB 2 12
—Bill Dillard, BB 2 12
1934—Randy Hinson, TB 3 18
1935—Mac Folger, FB 6 36
1936—Mac Folger, FB 8 48
1937 Red Pearson, BB 3 1 8 29
1938 Banks McFadden TB 5 30
—Shad Bryant, WB 5 30
1939—Shad Bryant, WB 4 8 32
1940—Aubrey Rion, WB 4 4 28
1941—Charlie Timmons, FB 9 23 77
1942—Marion Butler, TB 6 36
1943—James Whitmire, TB 4 24
1944—Bill Rogers, FB 6 1 37
1945—Jim Reynolds, FB 5 30
—Marion Butler, TB 5 30
1946—Dutch Leverman, TB 4 24
—Chip Clark, LE 4 24
1947—Jim Reynolds, WB 8 48
1948—Ray Mathews, WB 13 78
1949—Fred Cone, FB 9 1 55
1950—Fred Cone, FB 15 2 92
1951—Glenn Smith, LE 7 42
1952—Don King, TB 3 18
—Billy Hair, TB 3 18
—Red Whitten, FB 3 18
—Buck George, WB 3 18
1953—Dreher Gaskin, LE 5 30
1954—Jim Coleman, RHB 5 1 31
1955—Joe Pagliei, RHB 7 1 43
1956—Joel Wells, LHB 8 48
1957—Bob Spooner, FB 5 30
—Bill Mathis, RHB 5 30
1958—Harvey White, QB 5 30
1959—Bill Mathis, LHB 11 4 70
1960—Bill McGuirt, FB 9 54
1961—Ron Scrudato, FB 8 48
1962—Rodney Rogers, Kicker 7 13 34
1963—Frank Pearce, Kicker 4 21 33
1964—Hal Davis, LHB 5 30
1965—Hugh Mauldin, TB 4 24
—Thomas Ray, QB 4 24
1966—Jacky Jackson, TB 8 48
1967—Buddy Gore, TB 9 54
1968—Ray Yauger, TB 7 42
CLEMSON IPTAY
Chris Suber, IPTAY l-'iesiden
Director—District I
T. C. Atkinson, Jr., IPTAY V. P.
Director—District VI
Lewis F. Holmes, IPTAY Sec.-Treas.
Director—District III
K. M. Watson
Director—District II
F. E. Hughes, Jr.
Director—District IV
Henry W. Thornley
Director—District V
S. C. McMeekin
Director—At Large
A. U. Priester
Director—At Large
W. H. Spencer, Jr.
Director—At Large
W. G. DesChamps, Jr., Director
Dr. R. C. Edwards, Director
Harper Gault, Director
Dr. G. H. Lawhon, Jr., Director
Calhoun Lemon, Director
W. H. Taylor, Director
Marshall Walker, Director
Coach Frank Howard
Athletic Director
E. P. Willimon
IPTAY Executive Secretary
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT I
Chris Suber, IPTAY Director-
727 Marshall Avenue
Anderson, S. C. 29621
-District I
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Phil Rosenberg
ANDERSON COUNTY
B. K. Chrietzberg, Chairman
Victor G. Chapman
Joe B. Davenport
S. T. Kmg
Percy C. Osteen, Jr.
A. R. Ramseur
Robert G. Sharpe
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Robert L. McCord, Chairman
Johnson Craig
Nevit Y. Johnson
I. R. Werts
McCORMICK COUNTY
H. A. Caudle, Chairman
T. R. McAbee
OCONEE COUNTY
Roy Adams
Robert Lee Hughes, Jr.
PICKENS COUNTY
James V. Patterson, Chairman
Dr. R. C. Edwards
Bruce B. Hair
Floyd M. Hunt
Col. Samuel T. McDowell
R. W. Moorman
Wm. C. Singleton
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT II
Kermit M. Watson
37 N. Avondale Dr.
Greenville, S. C. 29609
CHEROKEE COUNTY
Henry L. Buchanan, Chairman
R. S. Campbell
Dr. T. A. Campbell
R. C. Carroll
Wiley Hamrick
Clarence J. (Tiger) Huffstetler
W. E. Lipscomb
W. T. McClure, Jr.
E. Raymond Parker
W. R. Poole
GREENVILLE COUNTY
Wm. M. Norris, Chairman
Henry Elrod
A. M. (Mike) Erwin
Joe D. Gibson
Robert T. Harrison
Henry M. Lee
Robert B. McCorkle
J. G. Miller
William H. Orders
R. A. AuU
Miles E. Bruce
John G. Slatlery
E. Richard Taylor, Jr.
Fredric W. Wenck
LAURENS COUNTY
Cecil P. Roper, Chairman
T. Heath Copeland
Robert M. Erwin
H. M. Faris
W. Brooks Owens
Ralph C. Prater
Marvin C. Robinson, Jr.
Dr. N. Carl Wessenger
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
William M. Cooper, Chairman
T. R. Adams, Jr.
John Brady
John B. Cornwell, Jr.
A. B. Bullington, Jr.
Kenneth Cribb
Bruce Foster
Harry H. Gibson
Wilbur K. Hammet'
Grover Henry
A. F. Kerchmar
Dr. C. B. Lesesne
Crayton McCown
Thomas E. Peterson
Phil Prince
John B. Smith, Jr.
Robert L. Stoddard
UNION COUNTY
Dudley J. Whitlock,
Robert S. Bonds
Hunter S. Harris, Jr.
B. E. Kirby, Jr.
Ir., Chairman
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—^DISTRICT III
Lewis F. Holmes
IPTAY Director—District III
Shady Rest
Trenton, S. C. 29847
AIKEN COUNTY
H, O. Weeks, Chairman
E. Hines Hamilton
James W. Padgett
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
E. O. Dukes, Jr., Chairman
J. B. Herlong, Vice-Chairman
Whit Gilliam
W. G. Yarborough
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Dave H. Caughman, Chairman
Philip C. Chappell, Jr., V.-Chmn.
T. A. Henry
W. H. Taylor
NEWBERRY COUNTY
J. H. Abrams, Chairman
Earl Bedenbaugh, Vice-Chairman
Lyon C. Fellers
Clarence W. Senn
Clifford T. Smith
RICHLAND COUNTY
John T. Wingard, Chairman
George 1. Alley
William E. Hair
Col. George B. Herndon
B. C. Inabinet, Jr.
S. C. McMeekin
Curtis L. Rye
Leonard D. Swearingen
E. Ralph Wessinger
SALUDA COUNTY
William H. Craven, Jr., Chairman
James A. Derrick, Vice Chairman
Alfred B. Coleman
Frank Crouch
Tom C. Wright
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT IV
F. E, Hughes, Jr.
IPTAY Director—District IV
Box 117
Winnsboro, S. C. 29180
CHESTER COUNTY
Edward (Pop) Locklair, Chairman
J. B. Bankhead, Co-Chaiiman
F. E. Abell
George R. Fleming
Ed Lindsay
J. A. White
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
James H. Hoover, Chairman
Claude B. Her Jr.
S. W. Love, Jr.
James C. Stone
I. C. Willis
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr., Chairman
J. Wilton Carter
John Easterling, Jr.
^A/ilbur Flowers
William B. McCov/n III
Harry McDonald
Bill M. Reaves
Dennis Yarborough
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
F. E. Hughes, Chairman
Harold R. Jones
Wm. Lindsay Wylie
KERSHAW COUNTY
J. F. Watson, Chairman
C. Carlyle Jackson
G. P. Lachicotte
LANCASTER COUNTY
W. P. Clyburn
Marion D. Lever, Jr.
LEE COUNTY
W. G. DesChamps, Jr.
Don R. McDaniel, Sr.
MARLBORO COUNTY
F. A. Spencer, Chairman
C. E. Calhoun
C. S. McLaurin
YORK COUNTY
A. M. George, Chairman
John K. Benfield, Jr.
Harper Gault
W. F. Gilmore
Aquille M. Hand, Jr.
W. F. Harper
Doug P. Herlong
Floyd D. Johnson
G. Cleve Miller
J. C. Pearce
Marshall Walker
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT V
W. Henry Thornley
IPTAY Director—District V
Moncks Corner, S. C. 29461
ALLENDALE COUNTY
Dr. J. W. Bryan
Wiley Crum
BAMBERG COUNTY
Claude McCain, Chairman
Charles P. McMillan
BARNWELL COUNTY
Calhoun Lemon
Norman M. Smith II
BEAUFORT COUNTY
Henry Chambers
BERKELEY COUNTY
W. Henry Thornley
S. Gray Walsh
CALHOUN COUNTY
Lawrence M. Gresseite, Jr.
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Salvador V. Sottile, Chairman
W. R. Bailey
Archie E. Baker
Coleman Glaze
David L. Glenn
James M. Kennedy
William C. Kennetry
Samuel W. McConneli
Hans F. Paul
Carl S. Pulkinen
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr.
Walter A. Renken, Jr.
Van Noy Thornhill
COLLETON COUNTY
W. R. Carter
B. George Price III
J. Ryan White, Jr.
DORCHESTER COUNTY
H. D. Byrd
Clifford Monroe Henley
Tom Salisbury
HAMPTON COUNTY
David B. Gohagan
W. A. Lawton
William F. Speights
JASPER COUNTY
I. D. O'Ouinn
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr., Chairman
Jack G. Vallentine
Lenaire Wolte
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT VI
T. C. Atkinson, Jr.
IPTAY Director—Director VI
Drawer 601, Marion, S. C. 29571
CLARENDON COUNTY
Theodore B. Gardner, Chairman
Lawrence I. Gibbons
H. B. Rickenbaker
DILLON COUNTY
W. Gordon Lynn, Chairman
Charles G. Lucius, Jr.
FLORENCE COUNTY
Edward L. Young, Chairman
Jack Brunson
William B. Clinton, Jr.
John B. Smith, Jr.
James W. King
L. M. Coleman, Jr.
Frank A. Douglass, Jr.
Leland Finklea, Jr.
Dr. H. A. Jordan
John G. Rose
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
John C. Heinemann, Chairman
Sam M. Harper
A. H. Lachicotte, Jr.
Col. Prentiss Ward, Ret.
HORRY COUNTY
Wm. D. Anderson, Jr., Chairman
Archie S. Dargan, Jr.
R. G. Horton
S. F. Horton
Mrs. Edward L. Proctor
MARION COUNTY
George G. Poole, Jr., Chairmen
John H. Holt
Robert G. Mace
SUMTER COUNTY
T. O. Bowen, Sr., Chairman
Wm. B. Boyle
E. Mac DuBose
W. T. Fort, Jr.
Robert L. Wilder
WILIAMSBURG COUNTY
John J. Snow, Jr., Chairman
W. H. Cox
A. C. Swails
Howard Priester McMeekin Spencer
GEORGIA
A. U. Priester, Jr., LaGrange
Will L. Kinard, Atlanta
David C. Rogers, Atlanta
Gill Rushton, Atlanta
Henry M. Simons, Jr., Atlanta
R. W. Sanders. Fort Benning
B. F. Pearson, Savannah
J. V. Roberts, La Grange
NORTH CAROLINA
W. H. Spencer, Jr., Mooresville
Robert A. Gettys, Jr., Arden
Manley E. Wright, Asheville
W. B. Croxton, Burlington
T. I. Bell, Jr., Charlotte
James B. Foster, Charlotte
M. Riggs Goodman, Burlington
David W. Sprouse, Concord
Solon D. Smart, Cliffside
George A. Hutto, Jr., Gastonia
Frank T. Roberts, Greensboro
Z. K. Kelley, Henderson
Pete Folson, Hendersonville
Tom R. Morris, Jr., Hickory
Emory D. Poole, Kannapolis
John Auerhamer, Marion
W. D. Moss, Jr., Mooresville
Oscar C. Smith, Newton
Dr. C. R. Swearingen, Jr., Smithfield
Charles D. Bates, Raleigh
J. Garner Bagnal, Statesville
Don Kirkpatrick, Winston-Salem
Arthur Thomas, V/inston-Salem
IPTAY Representatives—At Large
Hoke Sloan, Clemson
Frank J. Jervey, Clemson
OTHER STATES
Emerson E. Andrishok
Birmingham, Ala.
O. Romaine Smith
Birmingham, Ala.
Douglas C. Edwards
Huntsville, Ala.
Leon R. Young
Winter Park, Fla.
Carl F. Bessent
Baltimore 18, Md.
A. E. Dellastatious
Silver Springs, Md.
P. B. Leverette
Winchester, Mass.
Dr. H. J. Nimitz
Cincinnati, Ohio
Benjamin K. Sharp
Cleveland, Tenn.
Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, Tennessee
James C. Furman
Nashville, Tennessee
Thomas C. Breazeale, Jr.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Robert P. Corker
Signal Mountain, Tenn.
Davis T. Moorhead
Annandale, Va.
Willimon Lawhon Walker Lemon Taylor Edwards
NEW CAMPUS BUILDINGS: James C. Littlejohn Coliseum (I);
Schilleller Hall, East Campus caleleria (2); Strode Tower for
faculty offices (3): Manning and Lever Halls, East Campus
dormitories (4); D. W. Daniel Hall, classroom building (5); Sam
R. Rhodes Engineering Research Center (6).
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Up, Up And Away
Construction cranes are challenging Tillman Hall
clock tower as the symbol of Clemson University.
During the past several years, towering cranes
have overlooked at least five major expansions at
the University:
— Two modern high-rise dormitories, Manning
and Lever halls, each of which houses 432 students.
— Multimillion-dollar James C. Littlejohn Coli-
seum, the spacious new home of the Clemson
basketball team which also serves as focal point for
campus entertainment and academic events.
— Schilletter Hall, the East Campus dining facility
which accommodates 2,000 students at a single
meal.
— Redfern Health Center, a modern 34-bed
hospital and campus infirmary.
Recently completed or to be completed soon are
three major buildings designed to advance the
frontiers of knowledge at Clemson and in the state.
These are D. W. Daniel Hall, a classroom building
for English and Modern Languages; Strode Tower,
an adjoining 10-story faculty office tower; and the
Sam R. Rhodes Engineering Research Center whose
space and laboratories will be primarily devoted to
health related graduat education and research pro-
grams.
When students met classes on August 22 for the
first day of the Fall semester, additional new con-
struction was underway. A third high-rise residence
hall to help house ihe steadily-increasing enrollment
is emerging from its East Campus location.
These facilities represent the initial stage of a
$60 million building program that will dramatically
affect every phase of University activity. Other vitally
needed additions to the campus are in the planning
stages, with target dates set for completion.
Major immediate needs include a University
Union building, a student activities building, a new
building to provide adequate space and laboratory
facilities for the biological seciences, an urgently
needed facility to accommodate a critical overflow in
the School of Architecture, and a building to house
the forestry department.
In addition, major renovations on several existing
buildings and more housing for single and married
students are planned.
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Greater Spartanburg
isa littlegreater
because of us.
When the Chamber of Commerce of Greater Spartanburg
built a new building, it was built out of Boren Brick.
Whenever an entire association of business and
professional people can get together on one product, it
says something for that product.
Happily for us, the brick they got together on was ours.
If the Chamber of Commerce of Greater Spartanburg
is a little greater because of us, then we're a little greater
because of it.
Y
4-
BOREN BRICK
BOREN BRICK DIVISION KENDRICK BRICK DIVISION • BF^D RIVER BRICK DIVISION • ROCKINGHAM BLOCK DIVISION
Divisions Boren Clay Produi^ Company, Pleasant Garden, N. C.
Architecture Lockwood Greene Engineers, Inc./Construction/W. W. Brittain Construction Co., Inc.
CLEMSON STUDENT
MANAGERS
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Denny Black
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John Brunjes
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Doug Elliott
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Dwight Graham
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Hamp McManus
Richburg, S. C.
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Clemson Is Tiger Country
Clemson University is
located in the northwest corner
of the state, but its educational,
research and public service pro-
grams extend from the red hills
of the Blue Ridge Mountains
to the sandy coast of the Atlan-
tic Ocean.
Founded as one of the
nation's land-grant universities,
Clemson opened in 1893 with
15 faculty members, 446 stu-
dents, four buildings, two barns
and six silos.
Today Clemson University is
a center of scientific, technolo-
gical and liberal education in the
state.
Main campus enrollment has
grown to almost 6,800 young
men and women, including
nearly 700 graduate students.
Some 400 additional undergra-
duate students are attending
two-year programs at centers
in Greenville and Sumter. The
faculty numbers over 600. The
main campus has 55 buildings
on 600 acres.
Teaching and research at
Clemson University cover studies
as down to earth as soil and
plant analysis and as far out
as celestial navigation.
Instruction programs are
offered through 40 academic
departments under eight under-
graduate colleges and school:
Agriculture and Biological
Sciences, Architecture, Educa-
tion, Engineering, Liberal Arts,
Industrial Management and Tex-
tile Science, Physical and Mathe-
matical Sciences, and Nursing.
Clemson conducts research
projects ranging from ceramic
bone implants to oxygen corn-
sumption in the brain and from
a disposable glass container to
water pollution.
The research and academic
know-how at Clemson work as
catalytic agents to the entire
economy and life of South
Carolina - through the Agricul-
tural Extension Service,
the Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tions, the Professional Develop-
ment Program and the Office of
Industrial and Municipal Rela-
tions.
The IPTAY Story
The Clemson IPTAY Club is now in its 36th
year of operation. As Chris Suber, president, re-
cently said, "In looking back over the past 35 years
and noting the progress that IPTAY has made, I
cannot help but be thankful for all of the people,
both friends and graduates of Clemson University,
who have made this progress possible.
"In any organization of this size and age, we find
a few unhappy members; however, the percentage
is very small and in most cases, the unhappiness
is short lived.
"Nothing that can be done creates more happi-
ness than to have winning teams. This we hope to
have with the continuing help of IPTAY."
IPTAY was born for just one purpose— to fi-
nance athletic scholarships at Clemson. That is
still the way IPTAY is run today. The money re-
ceived by the club is used solely for scholarships.
During the season just closed there were 6,963
regular ($20) members, 1,219 $100 Gold Card mem-
bers, 26 in the $500 category and 11 who gave
$1,000.
The 1968-69 year, which came to a close Sep-
tember 1, has been the most successful financial
year in IPTAY history. The increase in contribu-
tions amounted to about 35 per cent above the best
previous year.
To have a successful drive each year, much plan-
ning goes into organizing during each summer.
South Carolina is broken down into six districts,
each with a director, who also may be an officer
in IPTAY. Each district has a group of represen-
tatives and here the number of representatives de-
pend on the population, or territory to be covered.
The main concern of the representatives is to see
that a successful membership drive is carried out
each year. The method of each person differs in
that some areas stage short, intensive annual
drives and others keep up the peace year round.
Directors and representatives serve as a liaison
between Clemson and their particular area. IP-
TAY, with its district directors and representa-
tives, working with loyal Clemson friends, is a
close-knit, hard-hitting organization when its
forces are marshalled for a fight to help Clemson.
Anyone, regardless of alma mater or age who is
interested in seeing the Tigers retain a respected
ranking in their athletic endeavors, can become a
member of IPTAY by contributing $20 or more a
year. All money contributed is tax deductible.
A contribution to IPTAY is an investment in the
future. IPTAY "alumni" are its best advertise-
ment. IPTAY has had a bright past. Its future is
just as glowing.
CLEMSON STUDENT TRAINERS
CLEMSON THEATRE
CLEMSON, S. C.
Robert J. Moseley, Manager
1^
The Theatre of Fine Entertainment
Dial 654-3230 for Current Attraction
Compliments of
Nalley Construction
Co., Inc.
COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDERS
Box 548
EASLEY. SOUTH CAROLINA
Before Disaster Strikes
Be SURE of Your Insurance
with
Lawrence & Brownlee
Agency
Southern Insurance Specialists
Telephone 225-8222— 122 N. Main Street
Anderson, S. C.
II
"BETTER BE SAFE THAN SORRY"
Complete Fire, Life, Casualty & Bond Coverage
NDERSON
1:-) INSURANCE
GENCY
INCORPORATED
F. C. Anderson, Jr., President
YOUR
INDEPENDENT AGENT
SERVES YOU FIRST!
CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29631
Office 654-5017; Home 654-2651
COLLEGE AVENUE / POST OFFICE BOX 86 / (803) 654-5911
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29631
FRANK ANDERSON REALTY COMPANY
ATHLETIC STAFF
Athletic Director: Frank Howard, Alabama '31
Faculty Chairman: R. R. (Red) Ritchie, Iowa State '26
Assoc. Athletic Director: Bill McLellan, Clemson '54
Ass't. Athletic Director: Gene Willimon. Clemson '33
Staff Assistant: Steve Gibert
Head Trainer: Fred Hoover, Florida State '53
Ass't. Trainer: Herman McGee
Equipment Manager: Tom Burton
Team Physician: Dr. Judson E. Hair, Medical University
of South Carolina '52
Associate Team Physician: Dr. Jim Bowers, Clemson '51,
Medical University of South Carolina '55
Associate Team Physician: Dr. John Vaughn, Jr., Clem-
son '61; Medical University of South Carolina, '66
Sports Information Director: Bob Bradley, Clemson '51
Ass't. Sports Information Director: Earl Gault, Carson-
Newman
FOOTBALL COACHING STAFF
Head Coach: Frank Howard, Alabama '31
Offensive Coach: Whitey Jordan, Clemson '59
Offensive Backfield Coach: Art Baker, Presbyterian '53
Offensive End Coach: Larry Beckish, Wichita State '63
Defensive Coach: Bob Smith, Furman '34
Defensive Backfield Coach: Banks McFadden, Clemson
'40
Defensive End Coach: Bob Jones, Clemson '30
Chief Recruiter: Fred Cone, Clemson '51
Assistant Recruiter: Bobby Long, Clemson '69
Head Freshman Football Coach: Tom Bass, Maryville '60
Ass't. Freshman Football Coach: Ronnie Grace, Clem-
son '62
Scouting Team Coach: Bill McLellan, Clemson '54
STUDENT LEADERS
Team Captains: To be selected before each game.
Managers: Denny Black, John Brunjes, Doug Elliott,
Dwight Graham, Hamp McManus, Don Murray
Student Trainers: Mitchell Merritt, Charles Nelson,
David Jennings, Steve Moss, Charles Oliver
Its gotta be fresh.
Itsbakedwhileyou sleep
Other Coaches
Bobby Roberts P. Wee Greenfield Bill Wilhelm
Basketball Coach Track Coach Baseball Coach
Carl McHugh Duane Bruley Ibrahim Ibrahim
Swimming Coach Tennis Coach Soccer Coach
Claire Caskey Jim Brennan Art Musselman
Golf Coach Ass't. Basketball Ass't. Basketball
Bobby Long
Ass't Recruiter
Athletic Staff Members
Bill McLellan Gene Willimon Steve Gibert Bob Bradley Earl Gault
Associate Athletic Assistant Athletic Staff Assistant Sports Information Assistant Sports
Director Director Director Information Director
Dr. Jud Hair Dr. Jim Bowers Dr. John Vaughn Fred Hoover Herman McGee Tom Burton
Team Physician Staff Physician Staff Physician Head Trainer Assistant Trainer Equipment Mgr.
Bishopville Petroleum Co., Inc.
SHELL PRODUaS
GASOLINE • MOTOR OIL • FUEL OILS
W. G. DesCHAMPS, jr., CLASS OF '38
FIRESTONE
Tires • Tubes • Accessories
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE TIGERS IN THE PEE DEE
HEAD DEFENSIVE COACH . . . HEAD OFFENSIVE COACH . . .
COACH ROBERT WILLIAM (BOB) SMITH. Joined
Clemson staff Feb., 1950, from private business in Clin-
ton, S. C.
Responsibilities: Assistant varsity football coach work-
ing with middle guards and line backers. Head defen-
sive coach.
Coaching Experience: College—was
assistant football coach at Furman
1934-1942. Coached in Naval avia-
tion physical training program from
May, 1942 to Feb. 1946. Served as
head coach of Furman 1946 and 1947.
J Served as Clemson baseball coach
^^bM^^^I 1952 through 1957. 1969 will be 20th
^^^^^f year on Clemson staff.
^^^B 'V Personal Information: Born — Car-
* tersville, Ga., Dec. 6, 1912. High
Smith School—Cartersville, Ga., lettered in
football, basketball, baseball, track. College—Furman,
graduated with BS degree in economics in 1934. Let-
tered in football, baseball, basketball, track. College
fraternity—Kappa Alpha. Service—Navy 4 years. Mar-
ried—Catherine Jordan of Dillon, S. C, June 18, 1942.
Children—Sandy, 23, (nurse at Student Health Center,
Clemson); Becky 21, Senior at Furman University—will
study in England this fall); Bob, Jr. (T-Boy), 17 (12th
grade).
Bowl Game Participation: 5 as an assistant coach (1951
Orange, 1952 Gator, 1957 Orange, 1959 Sugar, 1959 Blue-
bonnet).
Central Concrete & Plaster
104 East Main Street
CENTRAL S. C.
Contractors in Concrete Paving and Plastering
Ready Mixed Concrete— Building Materials
COACH RONALD PEARCE (WHITEY) JORDAN. Join-
ed Clemson staff July, 1959. Came to Clemson after
college graduation.
Responsibilities: Assistant football coach working with
interior linemen. Head offensive coach. Coaching Ex-
perience: College—assisted with freshman team as a
student while finishing up work on
degree. Assistant freshman coach
four years. Head freshman coach in
1964. 1969 will be 11th year on
Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born— Flor-
ence, S. C, May 14, 1936. High
School— Florence High School, let-
tered in football, baseball and bas-
ketball. College—Clemson, grad-
uated with BS degree in education
in 1959. Lettered in football three
years. Married— Kappy Stewart of
Florence, S. C, June 5, 1955. Children—Kim, 13 (8th
grade); Karol 11 (6th grade); Stewart, 10, (5th grade); Jo
Kyle, 7 (2nd grade).
Bowl Game Participation: 1 as a player (1957 Orange),
2 as an assistant coach (1959 Sugar, 1959 Bluebonnet).
Jordan
DEFENSIVE END, TACKLE COACH . . .
COACH ROBERT MORGAN (BOB) JONES. Joined
Clemson staff November, 1930, while student under
Coach Josh Cody as freshman football coach. Was hired
fulltime by Coach Jess Neely Jan. 7, 1931, as assistant
football coach.
Responsibilities: Assistant varsity coach working with
ends and tackles on defense.
Coaching Experience: College—Served as head fresh-
man football coach 1933-39. Coached boxing team 1938-
48. Was golf coach 1931-41. Has been varsity end coach
since February, 1940. 1969 season will be 40th year on
Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born—Starr, S. C. Nov. 19, 1908.
High School—Starr, S. C, lettered in
basketball and baseball. College —
Clemson, graduated with BS degree
in animal husbandry in 1930. Let-
tered 3 years in football, 3 in basket-
ball. All-South Atlantic football,
1930. Alternate football captain,
^^ ^"W 1930. Basketball captain 29-30. Serv-
^^^^ ice—Army 5 years. Had 35 years of
^^^^V ^^^H active and reserve duty until retire-BBM ment June 30, 1965. Held rank of
Jones major general. Was commanding
general of 108th Reserve Division. Awarded Legion of
Merit upon retirement. Married—Ellen Moseley of An-
derson, S. C, June 9, 1931. Children— Mrs. David Moja
(Janet) of Cape Kennedy, Fla.; Mrs. John Davis (Rose)
of High Point, N. C; Robin, 22, teaches school in Green-
ville, S. C. Grandchildren—David Moja, Robert Moja,
Jan Moja, Rose Ellen Davis.
Additional Information—Received Distinguished Alum-
ni Award in 1964.
Bowl Game Participation: 7 as an assistant coach (1940
Cotton, 1949 Gator, 1951 Orange, 1952 Gator, 1957 Or-
ange, 1959 Sugar, 1959 Bluebonnet).
OFFENSIVE BACKFIELD COACH . . .
COACH ARTHUR WELLINGTON (ART) BAKER. Join-
ed Clemson staff June 1, 1965. Came to Clemson from
Eau Claire High School in Columbia, S. C.
Responsibilities: Assistant football coach working with
offensive backs.
Coaching Experience: High School
—
Coached two years at McColl, S. C,
High School; coached two years at
Newberry, S. C, High School (was
Jaycee Young Man of Year in New-
berry in 1958); coached six years at
Eau Clare High School in Columbia,
S. C, having 43-17-5 record. Team
was AA runner-up in state in 1963;
team was AAA runner-up in state in
1964. Coached in Shrine Bowl in
Charlotte, N. C, 1963. Coached in
South Carolina North-South game in
1960; Clemson freshman football coach in 1965. 1969
will be fifth year on Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born — Sumter, S. C, Nov. 30,
1929. High School—Edmunds High School, Sumter, S. C.
Lettered in football and basketball. College — Presby-
terian College, Clinton, S. C, graduated in 1953 with BA
degree in history. Lettered in football 2 years, wrestling
2 years. Has done graduate work at University of South
Carolina on Masters degree in education. College fra-
ternity—Pi Kappa Alpha. Service—Army 2 years. Mar-
ried—Edith Edens of Dalzell, S. C, August 24, 1952.
Children—Artie, 14, (9th grade); Kim, 13 (8th grade);
Ryan, 6; Curtis, 5.
Additional Information: Co-organizer and advisor of
Clemson chapter of Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
DYNAGRAPHICS, INC.
PRINTERS I ENGRAVERS
ARTISTS
I
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
525 UNIVERSITY RIDGE, GREENVILLE, S.C. 29602
Telephone 239-6686 • 239-6687
Baker
waiters & hillman
clothes men like
anderson, s. c. -:- clemson, s. c.
OFFENSIVE END, FLANKER COACH . . .
COACH LAWRENCE MICHAEL (LARRY) BECKISH.
Joined Clemson staff February 1, 1968. Came to Clem-
son from University of Tampa (Fla.).
Responsibilities: Assistant varsity football coach work-
ing with offensive ends and flankers.
Coaching Experience: College—
served as graduate assistant in 1964
working with defensive ends at
Wichita State; defensive end coach
at Wichita State, 1965; was offensive
line coach at University of Tampa
1966 and 1967. 1969 will be second
year on Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born— Hale-
don, N. J., Oct. 11, 1942. High School
— Paterson, (N. J.) Central High
Beckish School, lettered 4 years in baseball
and 4 years in football. College —
Wichita State, graduated in 1963 with BA degree in edu-
cation, lettered 3 years in football. Named to All-Mis-
souri Valley Conference team as end. Captained 1963
Wichita State team. Married—Alice Morley of Wichita,
Kansas, April 25, 1964. Children—Michael, 4.
Good Luck Tigers!
Champion Products Inc.
Manufacturers of
ATHLETIC KNITWEAR
FOR ALL SPORTS
115 College Ave.
Rochester, New York
Bowl Game Participation: 1 as a player (1961 Sun Bowl
with Wichita State).
DEFENSIVE BACKFIELD COACH
FORT HILI 1
Federal Savings
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
OF CLEMSON
Dedicated to the promotion of thrift and home
ownership in the Clemson Community since 1917
Insured Savings— Home Loans
$15,000 Insurance on Each Account
WE, TOO, SCORE FOR CLEMSON!
Not in points but in repeatedly (for nineteen suc-
cessive years) reaching the goal of a well turned-
out Corps of Cadets. Whether Army or Air Force,
our uniforms score in superb tailoring, precision
fits and in exceeding with deluxe features. Gov-
ernment specifications.
Irving L. Wilson Company
"Uniforms of Distinction"
BALA-CYNV/YD, PENNA.
W. W. Brittain
Construction Co., Inc.
— GENERAL CONTRACTOR—
Commercial • Industrial
Telephones: 585-6401 • 585-6402
725 Union Street • P. O. Box 2726
Spartanburg, S, C.
McFadden
COACH JAMES BANKS (BANKS) McFADDEN. Join-
ed Clemson staff June, 1940, following graduation. Took
leave of absence to play pro ball. Rejoined staff from
Feb., 1941 to June, 1942. Returned from service Oct.,
1945. On staff since that time.
Responsibilities: Assistant varsity
football coach working with defen-
sive backs.
Coaching Experience: College—
coached Clemson varsity basketball
10 years. Coached Clemson fresh-
man football team. Coached Clem-
son varsity track and cross country.
1969 season will be 26th year on
Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born — Fort
Lawn, S. C, Feb. 7, 1917. High
School— Great Falls, S. C, lettered
in football, basketball and track. College— Clemson,
graduated in 1940 with BS degree in agricultural educa-
tion, lettered 3 years in football, 3 in basketball, 3 in
track. Ail-American in both football and basketball.
Pro football— 1 year (1940) with Brooklyn Dodgers.
Service—Air Force 3 ¥2 years. Married—"Aggie" Rigby
of Manning, S. C, June 31, 1945. Children—Patsy, 23,
(will receive degree in physical therapy from Duke Uni-
versity in December); Lil, 21, (senior at University of
South Carolina); Marcia, 18 (freshman at Winthrop Col-
lege); Jan, 16 (11th grade).
Additional Information: Elected to National Football
Hall of Fame in 1959. Received Distinguished Alumni
Award in 1966.
Bowl Game Participation: 1 as a player (1940 Cotton);
6 as an assistant coach (1949 Gator, 1951 Orange, 1952
Gator, 1957 Orange, 1969 Sugar, 1959 Bluebonnet).
CHIEF RECRUITER . - .
COACH FRED (FRED) CONE. Joined Clemson staff
Jan. 1, 1961. Came to Clemson after playing with Dallas
Cowboys of National Football League.
Responsibilities: Assistant coach working with varsity
extra point, kickoff and field goal specialists. Also serves
as chief recruiter in football.
Coaching Experience: High School—Coached two years
at University Military School at Mobile, Ala. 1969 will
be ninth year on Clemson staff.
Personal Information: Born—Pineapple, Ala., June 21
1926. High School—Moore Academy,
Pineapple, Ala. College— Clemson,
graduated with BS degree in agri-
cultural education in 1951. Lettered
in football 3 years. Captain 1950.
still holds 8 individual season and
career marks at Clemson. Pro foot-
ball—7 years with Green Bay Pack-
ers, 1 year with Dallas Cowboys.
Service— 11th Airborne 2V2 years,
Married — Judy Anderson, Green
Bay, Wise. May 1, 1954. Children
—
Jeff, 13 (9th grade); Andy, 12 (7th grade); Amy 9 (4th
grade).
Bowl Game Participation: 2 as a player (1949 Gator and
1951 Orange).
Cone
HEAD FRESHMAN COACH . . .
COACH THOMAS SIDNEY (TOM) BASS. Joined Clem-
son staff Feb. 19, 1967 from coaching staff at University
of Tennessee.
Responsibilities: Head freshman football coach. Re-
cruiter.
Coaching Experience: Assistant coach at Sevier County
High School, Sevierville, Tenn., one
year. Head coach at Sevier County
High School four years with a 35-
7-2 record. Assistant freshman foot-
ball coach at University of Tennes-
see in 1966. Was East Tennessee
coach-of-the-year in 1964; also Knox-
ville Journal coach-of-the-year. Win-
ning coach (21-0) in East Tennesse
all-star game. Team always finish-
in Top 10 in Tennessee. 1969 will be
T, third year on Clemson staff,
cass
Personal Information: Born—Moores-
ville, N. C, Sept. 18, 1936. High School: Mooresville
High School. Lettered two years in football, two in
baseball and two in basketball. College: Maryville Col-
lege, Maryville, Tenn., graduated with BA degree in
biology in 1960. Lettered three years in football, three
in baseball and three in wrestling. Has completed all
work except thesis in science education at University of
Tennessee. Service: Paratrooper with 82nd Airborne
two years. Played service baseball. College fraternity:
Alpha Sigma. Married: Susan Price of Knoxville, Tenn.,
Feb. 19, 1964. Children: Thomas Stephen, 4; Laura
Jayne, 1.
RUSCON
CONSTRUCTION CO.
GENERAL OFFICES
149 EAST BAY STREET, CHARLESTON. S.C-
TELEPHONE (803) 723-9861
BELOIT KLEINEWEFERS
TEXTILE MACHINERY CORPORATION
PENDLETON, SOUTH CAROLINA
SERVING THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY WITH A
COMPLETE LINE OF FINISHING EQUIPMENT:
bleaching, dyeing, mercerizing, printing, calender-
ing, coating and laminating, high pressure bleach-
ing and dyeing of yarn and raw stock.
ASSISTANT FRESHMAN COACH . . .
COACH RONALD DUANE (RONNIE) GRACE. Joined
Clemson staff, July, 1967. Came to Clemson from Pen-
dleton High School, Pendleton, S. C.
Responsibilities: Offensive backfield coach of freshman
football team.
Coaching Experience: High School
—
Assistant football coach, Pendleton
High School, Pendleton, S. C, two
years. Head coach one year. Team
won Class A championship with 13-0
rceord in 1966. 1969 will be third
year on Clemson staff.
Personal Informationn: Born—Mc-
Keesport, Pa., Oct. 3, 1937. High
School: McKeesport High School.
Lettered in football 2 years. College
— Ck-mson, graduated in 1962 with
B. S. degree in economics and education. Now working
on masters degrees at Clemson. Service—Army, 4 years.
Married—Stephany Rush of Clemson, S. C. Children
Duane, 8, (3rd grade); Sean, 3.
Grace
"It's PET... you bet!
ALWAYS
FRESH
iMun ormKM
Bowl Game Participation: 1 as a player (1959 Blue-
bonnet).
Concession PricesAtlantic Coast Conference
Football Officials
The Atlantic Coast Conference assigns its football offi-
cials through the Supervisor of Officials, Norvall Neve,
with the assistance of the Commissioner, James H.
Weaver. The 34 regularly-assigned officials of the con-
ference are as follows:
Earl Barnett (University of Virginia), Back Judge
V. E. Baugh (Clemson University), Umpire
Wallace W. Burke (Elon College), Back Judge
Richard A. Carrington, III (Univ. of Virginia), Linesman
Tom Chambers (Duke Uniersity), Umpire
Wilburn C. Clary (University of South Carolina), Referee
Nelvin E. Cooper (Elon College), Field Judge
Robert H. Cooper, Jr. (Johns Hopkins Univ.), Referee
Hugh M. Currin (Wake Forest University), Linesman
Bill Davis (Duke University), Field Judge
Carl B. Deane (Duke University), Referee
Bradley E. Faircloth (Duke University), Umpire
Paul C. Girolamo (Cornell University), Linesman
Ernest D. Hackney (Univ. of North Carolina), Referee
Tom Harris (Duke University), Linesman
Milton A. Hines (Guilford College), Umpire
Art Hodges (University of Wichita), Referee
William E. Jamerson (V.P.I.), Linesman
Mark A. Kane (Clemson Univeristy), Field Judge
John W. Lindsay (Univ. of North Carolina), Referee
George Manning (Georgia Tech), Linesman
M. E. McClenny, Linesman
Donald G. McDonnell (Baltimore Jr. College), Umpire
Dr. Raymond D. Menton, Jr. (Loyola College), Field Judge
Ray Moore (Maritime), Umpire
Robert K. Neuman (Univ. of Maryland), Back Judge
Thomas J. Richert (University of Detroit), Field Judge
Gil Rushton (Clemson University), Back Judge
Donald B. Safrit (Lenoir Rhyne College), Back Judge
Robert E. Sandell, Jr. (John Hopkins Univ.), Back Judge
Bob Shoaf (Guilford College), Back Judge
William C. Simpson (Univ. of S. C)., Clock Operator
William E. Smith (Western Carolina Univ.), Field Judge
Charles T. Timmons (Clemson University), Field Judge
Buttons .75
Pennants $1.00
Bobbie Dolls $1.50
Party Poppers .15
Tiger Hats and Tarns $1.50
Sun Visors .25
Batons $1.00
Porky Hats $1.00
Cow Bells $1.00
6" Buttons $1.00
Car Plates $1.00
Men's Raincoats $1.50
Ladies' Raincoats $1.50
Hat Covers .75
Shakers .50
Football Necklace $1.00
Football Players $1.00
Welcome to
. . . HOLIDAY INN . . .
Durham, N. C.
FAMOUS FOR
QUALITY LODGING AND DINING
VISIT OUR FIESTA ROOM . . .
For an adventure in good taste . . . try our
quality Steaks, Fresh Seafood, Pizza, Pasta
Asciutte, and other Italian specialties . . .
Romantic, continental atmosphere by candle-
light.
DOWNTOWN
HOLIDAY INN
605 W. Chapel Hill St.
Be our guest
Sullivan Hardware
Company
ANDERSON, S. C.
HARDWARE, INDUSTRIAL, SUPPLIES.
PLUMBING, HEATING, AND ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES, SPORTING GOODS, HOUSEWARES
DEVOE PAINTS
Serving This Section Since 1885
Smart Sandlappers
specify
Richtex Brick
Finest texture and colors.
Enduring strength.
Richtex
CORPORATION
P. 0. Box 3307 • 2000 Taylor Street, Colutnbia, S. C. 29203 • (803) 252-3661
New Chevy Blazer! Only car/truck
combination of its kind.
Call it a car, call it a truck
...just call it great! Blazer
is the first sliort wheelbase
4-wheel drive runabout witli
full power, full track, full
width.
It takes you into the road-
less places with more power
and a widertread than others
of the breed. Yet Blazer is
always on its good behavior
for comfort and ride.
Order open top or remov-
able hardtop, Six or V8, 3- or
4-speed manual or Turbo
Hydra-matic transmission.
There's nothing like
Blazer for trail or town,
jaunts or jobs. Visit your
Chevrolet dealer soon. . . .
Chevrolet Division of Gen-
eral Motors, Detroit, Mich.
SPORTS-RECREATION
DEPARTMENT
